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General Introduction and outline
Microfluidics is a merger of many fields in physics, chemistry and biology. It all started
with the pioneering work of Georges Whitesides (in 1998) on PDMS polymer-based
soft microlithography and thrived progressively with important and continuous con-
tributions from Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technology and (nano-
bio)photonics.
Microfluidics as a new science and technology is dedicated to the control, ma-
nipulation and study of fluids and flows at a sub-millimeter scale. The dimensions of
typical microfluidic systems are essentially in the range of few micrometers to hun-
dreds of micrometers. The miniature size of microchannels favors a laminar flow and
enables complex operations and manipulations to be easily performed on such sys-
tems. Another factor which contributed to the huge success of microfluidics systems
is the large surface/volume ratio of microsystems which enables drastic reductions
of the amounts of used reactants and the time needed for the reactions to be per-
formed.
The introduction of multi-phasic flows in microfluidic channels in 2001, by the
group of Stephen Quake, led to the development of a new sub-domain of microflu-
idics, namely droplet microfluidics (or digital microfluidics). This technology allows
for the production and manipulation of highly monodisperse microdroplets of fluids
with a high degree of control and reproducibility, each of which may be regarded as
an independent micro-reactor, allowing thus for a high throughput parallelization and
sophisticated analysis and assays at kHz rates.
The generation of highly monodisperse droplets in microfluidic devices, in specific
"droplet-makers" geometries, is generally based on a controlled dispersion of an
aliquot (dispersed phase) in a continuous fluorocarbon oil (carrier phase). The size
and content of droplets can be easily controlled by changing the flow rates of liquid
streams prior to droplet formation and the composition of the dispersed phase. The
use of fluorocarbon oils as a carrier fluid in droplet microfluidics is highly attractive,
mainly for applications in biology and chemistry, because they are biocompatible and
chemically inert. They are also both hydrophobic and lipophobic and therefore have
low solubility for many chemical and biochemical compounds. Moreover, they do not
swell PDMS (poly-dimethyl-siloxane) and hence are compatible with the widely used
PDMS based microchips in microfluidics. Another advantage is their good solubility
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for many gases. This is particularly important for biological applications as it permits
oxygen and carbon dioxide exchanges and hence viability of cells when confined in
culture medium droplets.
The formation of droplets is a complex dynamic process, which is affected by
several parameters: flow rate ratio between dispersed and continuous phases, ra-
tio between viscous forces and capillary forces (defined by the capillary number, Ca),
viscosity ratio of the liquids, surfactant concentration and geometry of the microfluidic
device (inlet and outlet channel cross-section, dimensions of the nozzle of the drop-
maker. Briefly, the mechanism lying behind the formation of highly monodisperse
droplets is governed by a subtle balance between capillary forces minimizing the in-
terfacial energy between the two fluids (through the formation of spherical droplets)
and viscous forces acting on the dispersed phase during the deformation of the in-
terface and the formation of the droplets. Hence small capillary numbers will favor
droplets formation whereas large capillary numbers will lead to a parallel flow of the
two flowing immiscible phases. The use of specifically designed surfactant molecules
is also very important in order to ensure a long term stability of droplets and to avoid
their uncontrolled merging.
Optics and photonics can provide flexible control on fluid flow, which eventually
could be easily applied in opto-manipulated microsystems. This domain of microflu-
idics is called Optofluidics, a contraction of optics and microfluidics. This is a fast
growing research field dedicated to the study of the interaction of light with tiny
volumes of liquids in microfluidic channels or cavities. More specifically, droplet-
based optofluidics aims at manipulating light and confined fluids in micro-droplets,
and vice versa, in order to exploit light matter interaction and to create "digital"
micro-systems with highly significant scientific and technological interests in many
areas, from single-cell studies and genetic sequencing to photonics. This is a par-
ticularly diverse field because its devices and structures are rooted in both classical
engineering and physics, but applications can differ fundamentally from established
solid-state devices to include chemistry, biology, biotechnology or medicine for in-
stance.
Though numerous studies have been conducted using dyes molecules to probe
and design droplet optofluidic systems for various applications, a thorough under-
standing of the droplet interface dynamics and real-time monitoring of the molecular
organisation and structuring at the droplet interface under a laser illumination is still
missing. We present this doctoral work as a contribution to investigate optical prop-
erties of surfactant controlled micro-droplets, loaded with a rhodamine dye solution
as a molecular probe, in order to develop high throughput and highly sensitive de-
tection methods for applications in physics, chemistry and biology. We developed, in
particular, in collaboration with chemists from Paris Descartes university (P. Dalko)
and ENS Paris Saclay (R. Métivier), molecular switches (photoactive surfactants) to
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perform controlled merging as a unique system of optical stimuli for drug release
and the study of fast chemical and biological processes. The fundamental operation
of such systems by two distinct physico-chemical processes (photolysis and photo-
isomerization) is thoroughly investigated and a time controlled merging scheme is
presented.
We built also an original home-made broadband high throughput optical detection
system, which enabled us to show the first experimental evidence of hot band anti-
stokes emission in rhodamine dye based droplets carried by the fluorocarbon oil. We
propose this system as a new optical analysis tool to detect and study soft interfaces
without use of complex optical imaging/recording techniques. To probe and record at
broadband range and high flow rates, system needed to be highly sensitive. To adapt
the system to our need, a unique, off-axis full VIS spectrum - collection, reflection
and detection scheme was designed for the first time.
Thesis structure
This manuscript is organized in six parts (chapters) as follows.
In the first chapter, we will present the basics of droplet microfluidics and optoflu-
idics. We will review also the most relevant concepts in fluorescence spectroscopy
of interest to the present work.
The second chapter provides a description of the microfabrication processes of
the used microfluidic devices, as well as the experimental details used in this work.
We will give the physico-chemical and optical properties of the used dyes with a
focus on rhodamine B and used fluorocarbon oil, namely HFE-7500.
In the third chapter, we will present the first experimental demonstration of the
control of merging droplets based on the use of photo-active surfactants and a pulsed
UV laser. We will present two new optofluidic approaches, which allow for a rapid
controlled coalescence of targeted microdroplets thanks to the application of a ps UV
pulsed laser. Our first approach is based on the photolysis of aminoquinoline-derived
photosensitive surfactant, while the second is based on the photo-isomerization pro-
cess of another azobenzene-derived surfactant. Their success was far from trivial.
In fact, the dynamics of the change of surface tension at the microscale driven by
photolysis or photo-isomerisation processes, and the diffusion of the new surfactant
molecules to the interface, as well as the adsorption on the droplet surface is complex
and not well understood. The mechanisms lying behind the two merging processes
are also completely different. Our results show that the mechanism governing the
light driven merging of droplets using photo-isomerisation is based on a subtle opto-
mechanical process induced by the dynamical switching between the trans and cis
photo-isomers under UV laser illumination.
In the fourth chapter we will show that RhB dye molecules can be used as molec-
ular probes to characterize the droplet interface in flow under different experimental
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conditions, including the effect of the electric charge carried by the used surfactant
or the change of pH. Our results show a deep insight on the molecular organization
at the droplet interface and its interior can be achieved.
In the fifth chapter we present an original microfluidic approach to develop bio-
mimetic membranes in microfluidic systems. We present construction and charac-
terization of droplet based soft bilayer, which is often regarded as Droplet-Interface-
Bilayer (DIB). Two new design methodologies are proposed to fabricated DIBs. One
method focuses on mass production of DIB network where a droplet interact with
same species of droplet in a plane while at few selective regions, a particular droplet
shares membrane with other type of droplet species (which may or may not be shar-
ing membrane with same species). By this, response of a particular droplet associ-
ation with other types could be modeled. We see the prospects of this technique to
further increase the bulk DIB networks programming. The second method focuses
on design of a microfluidic system for planar DIB formation of an isolated pair of
droplet. This was achieved by microfluidic channel geometrical shape design. The
distinctive feature of this planar method is spatial isolation of a particular DIB from
others. Preliminary results of laser induced fluorescence measurement proved the
significance of the system to study diffusion and its relation to the size of the in-
terface (DIB). By these two techniques, we showed that the size of DIB between
two (species) droplets plays vital role in mass transport and when isolated from bulk
droplet flock, single DIB pair act as a small sensor for mass transport. Based on
the planar trapping method, we propose a model for recursive DIB fabrication for
combined photo-electro-poration studies as a future prospect of the system.
In the sixth and last chapter, we present first the improvement brought to our dual
channel optical setup, based on the use of an off-axis parabolic mirror, which enables
highly sensitive and broadband detection of the fluorescence signals emitted by flu-
orescent droplets carried by the continuous fluorocarbon oil phase. We will present
then the first experimental evidence of the emission of anti-stokes fluorescence of
Rhodamine B dye at the droplet interface and carried by fluorocarbon oil phase. We
show that such fluorescence is a thermally activated process based on a hot band
absorption of Rhodamine B molecules at the fluorocarbon oil droplet interface. We
correlate the observation of such phenomena to the very small thermal conductivity
value of fluorocarbon oil, which is an order smaller than thermal conductivity of water.
We show also for the first time that the balance between the linear decrease of the
fluorescence of Rhodamine B when increasing temperature (with a thermal sensitiv-
ity -slope- of about −1%/◦C) and the thermally activated anti-stokes fluorescence
leads to interesting transition phenomena in the fluorescence emission properties of
rhodamine B versus temperature, which depend on illumination and heating/cooling
flow rates. We used such approach to monitor in real time the formation of monodis-
perse W/O/W double emulsion produced in a newly designed microfluidic circuit,
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based on thermal bonding of two types of PDMS polymers, one being hydrophobic
and the other being hydrophilic.
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Chapter 1
Droplet-based microfluidics and
Optofluidics Basics
In this chapter, we will present the basics of droplet microfluidics and optofluidics. We
will review also the most relevant concepts in fluorescence spectroscopy of interest
to the present work. Finally, we will present fluorescence properties of Rhodamine B,
a dye we mainly used during this PhD work, for the study and monitoring of droplet
and droplet interface analysis.
1.1 Droplet Microfluidics
1.1.1 From MEMS to Microfluidics
From design to application perspectives, fluidic control and manipulation at the mi-
croscale is an interesting interdisciplinary research field. Such control at extremely
small units, ranging from micro to pico-liters, is different from the control at macro-
scale, same applies to the physics that govern the design and application of such
micro-environment. The field, that stands out as remarkable tool for discretizing the
fluids into smaller units is called "microfluidics".1,2
The rapid success of microfluidics, mainly for biomedical and biotechnology appli-
cations, benefited actually from the development in the early eighties of the so-called
micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technology.3 This technology enabled
the fabrication of tiny integrated devices that combine mechanical and electrical com-
ponents (as illustrated in Fig. 1.1). It evolved to a whole new level of flowing fluids
inside the designated paths / circuits (channels, chambers and valves) instead of
flowing current. This leap from electronics to fluids, set footstep for the microflu-
idics technology and paved the way, for instance, to potential tremendous changes
in healthcare and pharmaceutical industries. One of the major enablers of these
changes is the development of low cost, highly sensitive miniaturized (bio)sensors
or lab-on-a-chip and organ-on-chip microsystems, suggesting future development
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Figure 1.1 (left) MEMS rotating motor developed by Sandia National labs, a torsional
rotating actuator uses an oscillating inner frame to ratchet its surrounding ring gear,
oscillation of the inner frame is induced by charging and discharging inner interdigitated
comb fingers; (right) a metallic MEMS surgical tools, developed by Boston University and
Microfabrica, for minimally invasive surgery in the heart.
of low cost and personalized point-of-care (POC) technologies and huge improve-
ment of the management of various diseases and conditions, especially in devel-
oping countries, where healthcare infrastructure is weak and access to quality and
timely medical care is a challenge. Hence, if MEMS technology is rightly considered
as the second micromanufacturing revolution (semiconductor technology being the
first revolution), microfluidics will be probably the third revolution.
A typical successful MEMS used nowadays to monitor blood pressure in hospi-
tals is a miniature disposable blood pressure transducer for a fraction of the cost of
the early external blood pressure sensors devices (10 instead $600).4 The dispos-
Figure 1.2 (left) Schematic illustration of a piezo-resistive pressure sensor; (right) Motorola
disposable blood pressure sensor: The sensing element is mounted on a plastic or ceramic
base with a plastic cap over it, designed to fit into the device manufacturer’s housing.
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Figure 1.3 (a) Example of a microfluidic device used to grow and study bacteria5; (b)
Different dye solutions flowing through a microfluidic channels demonstrating the intrinsic
laminar feature of the flow in microfluidic systems6.
able sensor consists of a silicon substrate which is etched to produce a membrane
and is bonded to a substrate (see Fig. 1.2). A piezoresistive layer is applied on the
membrane surface near the edges to convert the mechanical stress into an electri-
cal voltage. Moreover, at the microscale, fluids manipulation is much easier than at
the macroscale. In microfluidic circuits, fluids are easily - flushed, contained, mixed
and sorted. Other parameters such as splitting, centrifugation, thermal and opti-
cal treatment, make the field’s application unprecedented from its predecessors in
biotechnology and health care screening.
1.1.2 Droplet microfluidics
In the context of microfluidics, flows are usually visualized as a phase (gas or liquid)
contained in or floating on a substrate material. In the most simplest case, a single
phase flow is analyzed by stream, for instance, laminar flow, turbulent flow and tran-
sitional flow. The dependency of factors like temperature, viscosity and density play
role in the determination of the flow regime in single phase flow.
Introduction of multi-phase flow and possibility of shearing fluids (minimum two)
at the microscale enabled the development of a sub-domain of microfluidics, called
Droplet-based-microfluidics.7–11. This technique, which is also called sometimes
"Digital Microfluidics" or "Capillary Microfluidics", allows for the production and ma-
nipulation of highly monodisperse microdroplets of fluids with a high degree of control
and reproducibility, each of which may be regarded as an independent micro-reactor,
high throughput parallelization can be realized in the vessels that can be comple-
mented by sophisticated analysis, or, the screening of a single compound can be
performed at different concentrations and at ∼ kHz rates.12–29
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Droplet-Microfluidics approaches for the compartmentalization of reagents pro-
vide flexible control on size distribution and scale rate for generation.23,24 The direct
control may be attributed to fabrication protocol (geometrical shape, channel condi-
tions and material utilized) but flow rates also provide control for achieving million
drops per second challenge. Various studies reported the generation of high order
of droplets but the state of art is the acquisition required to monitor in real-time the
generation and rate at which the pace is kept. High acquisition of droplet generation
frequency includes monitoring, counting and fluorescence signal extracts.
In order to generate highly monodisperse droplets, different designs have been
developed. Some of them were developed at the very beginning of droplet microflu-
idics technology like T-junction30–33, flow-focusing16–18,34–39, co-flow40–43 or glass
capillary droplet generator44–47. New commercial platforms using micro-pipetting48,49
are also available, e. g. rotAXYS R© (Cetoni) and Dropix R© (Dolomite). Nevertheless,
T-junction and flow-focusing are most commonly used droplet generators. They en-
able a continuous carrier oil flow to slice periodically, at high throughput, a second
phase flow (dispersed phase) into tiny droplets at the nozzle region of the microflu-
idic device50 (see Fig.1.4d). The success of a such operation and the features of the
fabricated droplets depend on parameters like the non miscibility of the two fluids,
flow rates (or flow velocity, u) of the fluids, interfacial tension (γ) of the two fluids,
viscosity (η) of the carrier oil phase and the microchip nozzle size, etc. The shapes
are depicted in Fig.1.4. With aid of suitable wetting conditions and proper channel
geometry, millions of droplets are generated.
When, a microflow system uses two or more phases with special channel geo-
metrical structures, shearing of one fluid in another fluid is possible. This shearing
when performed in controlled manner (which is assisted by external pushing mech-
anisms) - results in homogenous emulsion. The pushing force is also of importance,
as it controls the amount of flow. The two widely accepted are flow based, while
other is pressure difference induced flow. First is based on essentially controlling
the flow rates passing through certain cross section of the channel, while other re-
lies on the pressure change at input/output to move the fluids smoothly from one
point to other. This controlled shearing of one fluid in a continuous stream is called
Droplet Microfluidics and is perhaps the most widely used and investigated file of
microfluidics.
The mechanism lying behind the formation of highly monodisperse droplets in mi-
crofluidic devices is governed by a subtle balance between capillary forces minimiz-
ing the interfacial energy between the two fluids (through the formation of spherical
droplets) and viscous forces acting on the dispersed phase during the deformation
of the interface and the formation of the droplets. The result of a such balance may
be evaluated using the dimensionless capillary number Ca, which is defined as the
ratio between the viscous forces and the capillary forces, or Ca ∼ ηuγ .
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Figure 1.4 Droplet generation by microfluidic systems. (a) T-junction (b) flow-focusing, (c)
co-flow (glass capillary), (d) droplet generation by flow focusing device (use of flourinated oil
with stabilizing agent and disperse phase as water solution of dye), device also include
on-chip storage pool for droplet collection and operation region.19
Depending on the value of the capillary number, three different flow regimes
are observed, namely: dripping, jetting and parallel flow. The first regime, where
monodisperse periodic microdrops are produced near the microfluidic device noz-
zle, is obtained when capillary forces dominate viscous forces, that is when Ca << 1.
The second regime is observed when viscous forces become comparable to cap-
illary forces (Ca ∼ 1). This regime is characterized by a long undulating jet, which
breaks far down stream from the nozzle into polydisperse droplets. The third regime,
which corresponds to the case where the two fluids flow continuously side by side, is
observed for high flow rates and/or highly viscous fluids, that is when Ca >> 151–54.
To serve successfully as independent microreactors, droplets should obey at least
to the following specifications:
• high monodispersity,
• long term stability,
• absence of cross contamination between droplets,
• and for biomedical applications, their content and the surrounding medium
should be biocompatible.
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All these specifications can be actually achieved by using a perfluorinated oil as a
carrier fluid and a perfluorinated surfactant as a stabilizing droplet agent55–58. In-
deed, perfluorinated compounds are chemically inert and do not mix neither with
aqueous solutions nor with organic solvents solutions.
Perfluorinated oils possess two other important features: i) PDMS-based mi-
crofluidic devices swell much less in their presence than in the presence of hydrocar-
bon oils, ii) perfluorinated oils absorb large quantities of oxygen and carbon dioxide
which appears to be a very important feature for the encapsulation of cells and other
living organisms in droplets. A particular care should be taken however by regards to
the used surfactant concentration range in order to avoid mass exchange between
droplets, which was shown to occur easily at concentrations above the cmc (critical
micellar concentration)59–63.
The prospects offered by droplet based microfluidics are numerous and con-
cern many fundamental and industrial fields in biology, physics, chemistry, mate-
rial science, etc. Many application (mainly biomedical) have been developed dur-
ing the last decade using microfluidic devices. For instance, microdroplets have
been used for the development of digital and rapid assays of single molecules or
living cells, based on the limiting dilution of biological samples in micro-droplets
and rely on the discrete counting of DNA and fluorescent biomarkers within sep-
arate compartments, these procedures allow for instance for identification of very
rare genes sequences7,12,20,64–66. To name few recent advancements of droplet
microfluidics, screening of bacterial cloning by aggregation67, dielectrophoretic sep-
aration of liquid metal droplets68, membrane proteins inhibitor screening by planer
droplet interface bilayer networks69, fermentation efficacy by droplet concentration
profiling70, DNA coding for in vitro gene expression71, electrowetting over dielectric
(EWOD)2,8, photo-electrowetting28,72–82, droplet bifurcation83? ,84, magnetophoretic
sorting85, droplet membrane extraction86, optical flow cell87, coupled optical lab-on-
chip platform with small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)88 and engineering micropar-
ticles for photonic applications29,89,90 are considered to be the state of the art and
the domain is flourishing day by day to new trends.
1.1.3 Droplet optofluidics
The wide spread use of microsystems entered in new field of micro-opto-electro-
mechanical systems (MOEMS), where optics either control fluid movement or in-
duce effects on fluid-substrate contact wettability (for certain given conditions, fluid
drops afloat on the surface of photo-switchable surface).72–74,91 Hence, possibilities
offered by this new domain are enormous such as flexible-transparent-displays92,
soft tunable lenses29,89,90,93 overhead projectors display optics94, microfluidic con-
tact lenses95 and many more.
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Optofluidic -a contraction of optics and microfluidics- is hence a fast growing re-
search field dedicated to the study of the interaction of light with tiny volumes of
liquids in microfluidics channels or inside micro/nano-cavaties.
More particularly, droplet-based optofluidics aims at manipulating light and con-
fined fluids in micro-droplets and exploiting their interaction to create digital micro-
systems with highly significant scientific and technological interests in many areas,
single-cell studies, selected targeting, drug release and genetic sequencing and pho-
tonics.12,13,21,25,66,83,84,96–110
Optofluidics as new engineering domain, comprising possibilities of scaling down
complex optical systems to microscale not only to reduce the cost of operation but
providing adaptability and control over wide range of aspects for instance on-chip
multiphasic tunable grating111, reconfigurable droplet grating112, fluidic Michelson
interferometer113, droplet grating with PDMS air-lens waveguide setup27, engineer-
ing microparticles29, 3D and 4D optically fabricated complex geometries114,115, re-
configurable compound micro-lenses89 and countless other possibilities.
1.1.4 Real-time fluorescence measurements for droplets size,
droplet content and droplet interface analysis.
Droplet size and droplet size distribution are among the most relevant and challeng-
ing characteristics of droplets, which can affect their use for highly quantitative analy-
sis and biological assays. Various methods have been developed in order to monitor
in real-time the size and size distribution of large populations of droplets. Some
methods employ expensive equipment, like dynamic light scattering116, automated
scanning electron microscopy23, acoustic attenuation spectroscopy24,117, capillary
hydrodynamic118,119. New methods based on the state of the art microscopy have
been also recently reported in the literature like image processing120,121, real-time
On-chip imaging and droplet-sorting system based on real shape recognition meth-
ods39,122, coupled bright-field and fluorescence multi-imaging flow cytometer123 and
advance digital acquisition38.
For biomedical applications, fluorescence detection is one of the most popular
methods. It allows for real-time monitoring of droplet generation rate and droplet
analysis. One, or more, fluorescent probes are generally used. In the case of
dual fluorescence acquisition for instance, one probe is used for the detection of
the droplet content or for the detection of a specific biomarker, while the second
probe is aimed for the detection of a second biomarker of interest.
A standard dual fluorescence acquisition setup is generally used. It includes two
laser sources optimized for the absorption of the two fluophores. Laser incident
beams are combined by mean of a first dichroic mirror (DM1) and then directed to-
wards microdroplets in the microfluidic channel by mean of a second dichroic mirror
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(DM2). The focused band limited light is targeted towards the droplets and recol-
lected by the microscope objective, which is then transmitted through another set
of band-limited filters to two photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs). The signal output from
PMT’s are then collected at high acquisition rates (∼ 100 KHz) using a DAQ acqui-
sition card (National Instruments) and analyzed using Labview and a FPGA module
scripts, which allow for the identification of droplets by the modulation of fluorescence
versus time.
1.2 Basics of fluorescence
1.2.1 Absorption, Excitation and Emission
Fluorescence corresponds to the property that have some atoms and molecules to
absorb light at a particular wavelength and to emit light of longer wavelength after a
brief interval of time, termed as the fluorescence lifetime, of the order of nanosec-
onds. The fluorescence process is governed by three important events, all of which
occur on timescales that are separated by several orders of magnitude. Excitation
of a given molecule by an incident photon occurs in femtoseconds, while vibrational
relaxation of excited electrons to the lowest energy level is much slower and can be
measured in picoseconds. The final process for the emission of a longer wavelength
photon and the return of the molecule to the ground state, occurs in a relatively
long time period of nanoseconds. The ensemble of absorption and de-excitation
processes (radiative and non-radiative) that may take place in a generic fluorescent
molecule follow the well-known Perrin–Jablonski diagram, as sketched in Fig. 1.5,
where S0, S1 and S2 illustrate the singlet ground state, first and second excited singlet
states, respectively.
De-excitation and return to the ground state can take place via one of the following
mechanisms: fluorescence, inter-system crossing, internal conversion and triplet de-
excitation. The term internal conversion (IC) stands for a non-radiative transition
between two electronic states, that have the same (S1 → S0 etc.) spin multiplicity.
The efficiency of IC depends on the energy gap between the states involved in the
process (a larger gap will decrease the probability, which accounts for the reason
why the IC of a S2 → S1 transition is much more efficient compared to the IC of
S1→S0), as well as competition with other de-excitation processes that are possible
from the excited level. A non-radiative transition between two electronic states of
different spin multiplicities but vibrational levels of the same energy is referred under
inter-system crossing (ISC). This is strictly speaking a forbidden transition, that may
however take place when the spin–orbit coupling term is large enough. ISC from
the S1 state results in transition of the dye molecule to the T1 state. This creates
in turn the possibility of photon absorption to a higher triplet state, thus reducing
the fluorescence efficiency by decreasing the number of absorbed photons that may
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Figure 1.5 Jablonski diagram124.
contribute to fluorescence. Moreover, a molecular population in the T1 state can
result in activation of photobleaching mechanisms, which are extremely detrimental
to emission.
An important property of dye molecules is that each energy state is assigned a
set of vibrational levels. For instance, the statistical population of molecules at vibra-
tional levels of the S0 state is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. At room
temperature, thermal energy is however not generally efficient to significantly popu-
late excited energy states and the most likely state for an electron is the ground state
S0, which contains a number of distinct vibrational energy states, each with differing
energy levels. Incident photons of varying wavelength may have sufficient energy to
be absorbed. This effect gives rise to an absorption spectrum containing multiple
peaks. The wide range of photon energies associated with absorption transitions
in fluorophores causes the resulting spectra to appear as broad bands rather than
discrete lines.
1.2.2 Stokes Shift
Stokes shift is a common definition used in the photoluminescence process to de-
scribe the energy difference between the maxima of the excitation and emission
spectra peaks. The size of the shift varies with molecular structure, but can range
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from just a few nanometers to over several hundred nanometers. For example, the
Stokes shift for fluorescein is approximately 20 nanometers, while the shift for qui-
nine is 110 nanometers. Because the energy associated with fluorescence emission
transitions is typically less than that of absorption, the resulting emitted photons have
less energy and are shifted to longer wavelengths.
The primary origin of the Stokes shift is the rapid decay of excited electrons to
the lowest vibrational energy level of the S1 excited state. In addition, fluorescence
emission is usually accompanied by transitions to higher vibrational energy levels of
the ground state, resulting in further loss of excitation energy to thermal equilibration
of the excess vibrational energy. Other events, such as solvent orientation effects,
excited-state reactions, complex formation, and resonance energy transfer can also
contribute to longer emission wavelengths. The existence of Stokes shift is critical
to the extremely high sensitivity of fluorescence imaging measurements. The red
emission shift enables the use of precision bandwidth optical filters to effectively
block excitation light from reaching the detector so the relatively faint fluorescence
signal (having a low number of emitted photons) can be observed against a low-
noise background. The resulting emission spectrum (red band) is a mirror image of
the absorption spectrum displayed by the hypothetical chromophore.
In many cases, excitation by high energy photons leads to the population of higher
electronic and vibrational levels (S2, S3, etc.), which quickly lose excess energy as the
fluorophore relaxes to the lowest vibrational level of the first excited state (see Figure
1.5). Because of this rapid relaxation process, emission spectra are generally in-
dependent of the excitation wavelength (some fluorophores emit from higher energy
states, but such activity is rare).
1.2.3 Anti-Stokes shift
Anti-Stokes shift luminescence is a special luminescence process, which converts
long-wavelength excitation to short-wavelength emission. This special wavelength
conversion ability originates from the utilization of additional energy, from heat or
another excitation photon, in the luminescence process. This feature is especially
important in bio-applications as the longer wavelength light (i.e. near infrared light,
NIR) irradiation could penetrate deeper into biological samples and the unusual anti-
Stokes shift luminescence avoid the background fluorescence interference. Anti-
Stokes luminescent materials used in bio-applications are typically divided into three
classes based on their different mechanisms: i) Two-photon absorption process, ii)
Upconversion process and iii) Hot band absorption process.
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1.2.4 Dye molecular aggregation: J aggregates and H aggre-
gates
Molecular aggregation of planar dye molecules, like rhodamine molecules, often re-
sults in significant changes of spectral properties. These changes are result of the
electrostatic interactions between the transitional moments and depend much on
intermolecular distances and orientations. Two main types of the molecular aggre-
gates have been recognized: H-aggregates, which exhibit light absorption at signifi-
cantly larger energies with respect to the non-aggregated species (monomers), and
J-aggregates, characterized by a red-shifted absorption band (J for Jelly, one of the
first workers who investigated these shifts) and hypsochromically shifted H-bands
(H for hypsochromic) of the aggregates have been explained in terms of molecular
exciton coupling theory, i.e., coupling of transition moments of the constituent dye
molecules. Aggregate structure, size and amount depend on dye molecular geom-
etry and concentration, and reaction conditions. In heterogeneous systems, dye
concentration can be enhanced by an adsorption. Both the H- and J-aggregates
could be formed via an association of coplanar molecules. In the structure of H-
aggregates, a plane-to-plane intermolecular association occurs. The structure of
J-aggregates is based on head-to-tail association. Another specific type of molec-
ular aggregates are so called oblique J-aggregates. According to exciton theory,
the oblique J- aggregates have two allowed electronic transitions to both higher and
lower energy excited states while the coplanar J-aggregates display the transition
only to the lower energy excited state.
1.2.5 Bathochromism and solvatochromism effects
Bathochromic shift is a change of spectral band position in the absorption, reflectance,
transmittance, or emission spectrum of a molecule to a longer wavelength (lower fre-
quency). This can occur because of a change in environmental conditions: for exam-
ple, a change in solvent polarity will result in solvatochromism. The latter is the ability
of a chemical substance to change color due to a change in solvent polarity. Neg-
ative solvatochromism corresponds to hypsochromic shift, positive solvatochromism
corresponds to bathochromic shift with increasing solvent polarity. The sign of the
solvatochromism depends on the difference in dipole moment of the molecule of the
dye between its ground state and excited state.
Bathochromic shifts are often referred to as red shifts. Although this usage is
considered informal , it is often used in the literature. It has no relation to Doppler
shift or other wavelength-independent meanings of redshift. Hypsochromic shifts
are often referred to as blue shifts in photochemistry. Blue shift is the phenomenon
that the frequency of an electromagnetic wave (such as light) emitted by a source
moving towards the observer is shifted towards the blue side of the electromagnetic
spectrum (that is, its wavelength is decreased, or its energy is increased).
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Figure 1.6 Imaging by microdroplets (Setup for light input from top with adjustable image
plane, droplets on a substrate, image plane and bottom collection objective wih vertical
translation, characteristic focal length tunability based on the morphology of the emulsion
and corresponding fully converging to fully diverging mechanisim).89
1.3 Selected applications of droplet microfluidics
1.3.1 Imaging by Microdroplets
Use of emulsion droplets for 3D imaging and sensing application gave rise to new
field , either it be tunable liquid double emuslion89, solid spherical particles29 or soft
reconfigurable core with elastic shell microparticles90. The periphery of the spher-
ical micro droplets performs converging or diverging of the incident light provided
that the morphology or fabrication protocols are addressed properly. Nagelberg at
el reported the use of optical compound microlens with tunable focal length based
on the concentration variations of the surfactant and the drop-disperse-drop dou-
ble emulsion phases.89They reported use of hydrocarbons-fluorocarbon-aqueous
phases for focal length tunability by adjusting the relationship among the refractive
indexes of the interfaces involved, be it the denser fluid inside causing converging
lens or be the denser fluid in drop shell resulting a diverging lens system (figure
represents the different types of droplets from janus drops to double emulsions and
inverse emulsions). The demands for such kind of optical tunability finds potential in
super-resolution imaging and displays, light field displays, liquid crystal displays, dig-
ital micro-mirror displays, optical tweezers and medical diagnostic and investigation
probes.
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1.3.2 Optically assisted slicing and merging of microdroplets
Studies involving bio-molecular assays, splitting and sorting of microdroplets is ne-
cessity for on demand droplet size reduction, scale dilution and volume control of
daughter droplets. Splitting could be performed by active methods, for instance us-
ing electric field splitting, acoustic or electro-wetting. Passive splitting could be per-
formed by mechanical in-channel deforming geometries which squeeze and cut the
drop into two. For the passive type , studies had resulted use of rectangular and cylin-
drical channel structure which employ two different types of fabrication modalities.
Opto-electrowetting (OEW)28,75–82, a novel technique first reported by Chiou at el75
where a photoconductive layer is deposited above the electrodes commonly used
in EWOD (electro-wetting over dielectric).2,8 The working principle involves local
change in the surface properties (contact angle and surface tension at light-spot) be-
tween the conductive layers and the liquid of interest. Use of such kind of OEW75 de-
vices for optical manipulation of droplets by virtual electrodes28,76,78–82where by local
hydrophobicity of the radiated surface provides significant change in the local surface
tension, thus droplets could be moved, merged, patterned and diffused. The all opti-
cal elemental control involves light assisted digital microfluidic chips (LADM)28,79–81
for droplet movement by a laser source75–78 or by data projectors28,79–82. Pei at
el28 use of a data projection to move, merge , elongate and divide microdroplets on
the surface of a dielectric layer by utilising multi-pattern projection method thus re-
sulted in a unique multiple drop generation, movement and control. Later Pei at el79
demonstrated a new approach by introducing teflon blades between two electrodes
system for slicing of microdroplets at nl scale and the splitting ratio reported to be
between 10 to 90 percent.
1.3.3 Photo-electrowetting on semiconductors
To reduce the complexity, cost, reusability and time in designing the EWOD de-
vices2,8? , modifications and application standards have been modified over past
two decades. The succession of OEW75 led to further deepen the search for more
robust control of the droplets on the substrates of interest (application specific) and
Photo-electro-wetting on semiconductors (PWOS)72–74 emerged as a unique wetting
control on semiconductors with p and n types classification. Arscott at el72 reported
use of electrolyte droplet on surface of a insulator-semiconductor sandwich for car-
rier (optical) generations in space-charge region for localised capacitance change
thus changing the wetting properties of the local illuminated spot. The principal is
based on the LIC (liquid-insulator-conductor) method whereby an electrolyte solution
is dropped on surface of a conductor coated with specific insulator and application
of voltage V across the plates gave motion to electrolyte droplet by local change in
the wetting contact angle (the procedure is govern by Young-lippman eqution) but
keeping the capacitance of the insulation layer constant, whereas the introduction of
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Figure 1.7 Optical droplets merging and sorting: (a) Square-shaped projection patterns
moving two droplets towards each other, merged, and sliced back to acquire two droplets.
Reproduced with permission from28; (b) Time sequences of an elongated droplet sliced by
on-chip Teflon blade, droplet motion assisted by line projection. Reproduced with
permission from79
semiconductor change the capacitance by applied electric field as well as the light
source. For applied voltage of −30V to n type doped semiconductor substrate, con-
tact angle of 7◦ where as for +30V the contact angle found was 20◦. Similarly for
application of −30V and +30V to p type doped semiconductor substrate resulted in
contact angles of 26◦ and 14◦ respectively.
Figure 1.8 p, and n type doped semiconductor substrate coated with 265 nm TeflonTM and
0.01M solution of HCL without and with illumination and corresponding change in contact
angles.72 c©
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1.3.4 Photo-induced demulsification
Emulsion-droplet are generated by microfluidics, extrusion, homogenization or self
assembly; and have one attribute in common, stability. Single or higher order emul-
sions are usually classified by the stability factor. One parameter to analyse stability
is the demulsification. On contrary, demulsification had industrial uses for instance:
large scale application in passive filtration of toxic components in W/O (water in
oil emulsion) or O/W (oil in water emulsion). A method based on emulsion liquid
membrane extraction, waste materials are linked to oil or aqueous phase. Other
industrial applications of demulsification adds chemicals as catalyst, temperature
destabilization, electrical field based coalescence, centrifugation, microwave radi-
ation, pH change and redox reactions.125–132. Takahashi at. el.133 reported use
of trivial demulsification factor to study the azobenzene state transformation and its
effect on the stability of emulsions. The methodology employed demulsification of
the stable droplets prepared by centrifugation and photo-induced demulsification as
a parameter. They reported that demulsification is due to the state transformation
(photo-isomerization) from trans to cis in O/W emulsion while cis state emulsions
were more stable than the counter part.
1.3.5 Microdroplets as liquid microresonators for sensing and
lasing
Under some suitable conditions, light may be trapped inside a (liquid) drop, and more
generally inside a spherical dielectric microsphere: a light beam may then undergo a
circular bouncing movement at the spherical boundary of the inner surface of the di-
electric microsphere due to total internal reflection (TIR). The dielectric microsphere
behaves then like a microresonator giving rise to constructive interferences at precise
wavelengths, that is when the light returns in phase after each round trip. The obser-
vation of such phenomena, known as whispering gallery mode resonance (WGMs),
depends greatly on the contrast between the refractive indices of the spherical cav-
ity and its surrounding medium, and also on the smoothness of the spherical shape
of the dielectric cavity. Droplet-based microfluidics opens up new research oppor-
tunities for the study of such microdrops as resonant cavities, especially with the
contribution of technological, unprecedented, integration and manipulation of these
microresonators. The optical qualities of microdrops and their high potential for appli-
cations in biology open prospects for applications lab-on-a-chip issues, in particular
the development of highly sensitive biosensors and integrated laser drops. An as-
set that is unique to drops is encapsulation, which makes them tools remarkable for
chemistry and biology. Spectroscopy134 or detection of biological entities in drops135
are promising research pathways. However, the liquid state is also a challenge to in-
tegration with a view to industrial development.
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Basically, WGM resonances may be observed only i) if the dielectric microsphere
refractive index, N, is greater than the surrounding medium’s, n, and ii) if the light
propagates inside the microsphere with an incidence angle greater than the critical
incidence angle ic value, given by the classical Snell-Descartes relationship. Also,
according to simple geometrical optics arguments, TIR is not possible for an incident
beam coming from outside the microsphere. Thus, the incident light should be either
i) coupled optically with the cavity by means of a suitable waveguide or ii) produced
inside the sphere by a fluorescent dye which acts then as intra-cavity light source
under incident light excitation. The first class of microresonators, known as pas-
sive resonators, requires the use of a tapered optical fiber as a coupler between the
light source pump, the evanescent-wave at the boundary of the resonator and the
resonance signal detector. It’s remarkable in the case of drops resonators that the
interfacial tension between the liquid, which composes the drop and the surrounding
fluid, leads to the formation of resonators with a perfect spherical shape and a highly
smooth surface, where defects size is kept below the nanometer ! Losses by diffu-
sion at the droplet surface are therefore minimal. This enables to reach high quality
factors Q for such resonators, up to 108, as initially demonstrated experimentally for
water microdroplets containing rhodamine 6G (Rh6G)136.
1.3.6 Droplet generation frequency
To increase both the throughput and the detection limit, many groups have developed
improved techniques. Some of the fastest and most reliable methods for ultra-high-
throughput utilize, for instance, a laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)-based microflu-
idic hemocytometer for counting cells encapsulated inside droplets with an average
rate of ~600 Hz137, or amplitude modulation of the acquired signal by a lens-free
detection with a rate of 1.7 kHz138, while a CMOS mounted sensor on a PDMS
slab reached a rate of 250 kHz Figure 1.9C139. A high-speed camera assisted by
a Fresnel lens reached a read out of 200 kHz140. A technique named IC 3D (In-
tegrated Comprehensive Droplet Digital Detection; system overview in Figure1.9B)
for droplet-encapsulated Blood-DNA detection, achieved throughput sensing of 100
kHz by rotation of the cuvette containing micro-droplets141. Another technique where
a commercially-available DSLR camera-based system (Figure 1.9E) developed and
recorded at a rate of 250 kHz droplets per second 16, while a micro-lens (Figure
1.9D) array network gathered a read out of 50 kHz142, and more recently a handy
cell phone camera-based read out of one million drops (see Figure 1.9A) marked
the highest data read out and sequencing in digital assays17.
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Figure 1.9 Different studies for droplet generation monitoring: (A) A microdroplet
megascale detector (µMD) containing a micro-controller-based light emitting diode, a
microfluidic device with 120 parallel dropmakers, a cell phone camera for recording, and an
off-site data processor17; (B) Experimental setup of the Integrated Comprehensive Droplet
Digital Detection (IC 3D) system, housing 496 nm and 532 nm laser sources, a dual source
single detector scheme modified for the typical experimental needs. A software controlled
micro-cuvette holder and rotation unit (1–1100 rpm in rotational speed while 1–15 mm/s
vertical translational speed)141; (C) A CMOS (complementary metal oxide
semiconductor)-based sensor with channel bed as closest perimeter for fluorescence
detection. The compact sensor assembly consists of a 1280 × 1024 pixel platform, a
spin-coated pigment-based band-pass filter, a 250 mW blue LED, and another filter to band
limit the light between 457 nm to 492 nm139; (D) Integrated micro-optical system with
micro-lens assemblies on top of droplet chambers while metallic surfaces at other side of
chamber provide optical resonance for improved signal142; (E) Experimental stage for digital
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) housing a 1×256 droplet splitting microfluidic chip on a
thermistor stage for PCR thermocycling, a wide field light source, and a digital camera with
large field-of-view was "large field view", please confirm that your intended meaning is
retained lens assembly16.
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Chapter 2
Strategies and Methods
To investigate flow at microscale, tens of techniques and studies are employed.
Some provide understanding about flow characteristics while some provide insights
to control fluids at scales from micrometers to few centimeters - for example, heat
transfer1–3, impedance measurement4,5, flow cytometry5–7, liquid chromatography8–10,
Hydrodynamic focusing11–14, Particle separation (electrical, optical, magnetic and
acoustic)15,16,16,17. In realm of multiphase flow, the system complexity increases
solely because of the mutual response of the material properties of the fluids and
substrates. Further complications arouse in the presence of solutes (dyes and sur-
factnats). Here in this chapter, we provide an outlook of the methods used to design,
characterize and stabilize an emulsion by microfluidic technology. Insights to experi-
mental techniques used for preparation of the thesis work are addressed sequentially
in the text.
As, evident, segmented flows favors applications, far superior than continuous
flow regime - in context of miniaturization and parallelization. The first introduction
of micro-reactant environment some two decades ago set new direction for scaling
down the complex analysis which are interdisciplinary in there functionality.18,19 For
instance, with help of this approach, millions of droplets are generated and assessed.
This chapter gives the audience a brief overview of the experimental and physical
terminologies used in the rest of the work.
2.1 Design of a microfluidic system
In practice, microfluidic systems are dependent on the mechanical structures which
guide and/or shear the fluid flowing inside it. To model effectively the fluid behavior,
modeling of the structure from theoretical to physical model is eminent. This leads
the focus of technology to design superior systems - hence the domain of micro-
fabrication steps out as a major contributor. A generic microfluidic system is not that
complicated in terms of fabrication. It usually involves three to four processes for
instance, designing a channel of length 1000 µm with height to width ratio of 40 µm
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× 50 µm requires a masking film, a substrate, few chemicals and channel bonding
among materials. Later the system follows the specific user needs to model it to
perform the certain operations. In this part, we highlight the crucial aspects of the
designs, a simple microfluidic system undergoes to produce a working model.
2.1.1 Design Layout
The design usually starts with a layout at CAD software. Scaling factors needs to be
addressed to achieve optimal size of the final emulsion (a few microns to millimeters).
At first, a layout is printed on a template and used as projection mask to transfer,
true or inverted image of the design on a photo-sensitive compound. This method of
transferring design to a substrate is called photo-masking.
The masking methodology involves two main types, chrome and photographic
film. Chrome based masking is advisable for highly sensitive and precise fabrication
- ranging from few hundred microns to sub micron level. It is desirable when prototyp-
ing of huge numbers of the chips is required. For general works where prototyping
is limited to less than hundred replications and the smallest channel dimensions
are above 20µm, photographic films are better candidate. Moreover, photographic
masks are less expensive than a chrome mask, thus for many academic purposes,
photographic masking is preferred. Other approaches are also in use, to name few,
Electron-beam writing and 3D printing are most promising one, which essentially
eliminates the use of mask based fabrication.
2.1.2 Microfabrication
Once the projection mask is printed, true or negative image of the final circuit is de-
signed by a well known technique called soft photolithography, a termed coined for
microfabrication of soft microfluidic systems. The microfabrication is carried out in
cleanroom for ultra high resolution and dust free environment, if not considered could
effect the final channel geometry and clogging in the final devices. Here we highlight
crucial aspects related to design and fabrication of a microfluidic system, which also
finds potential in development of MEMS, Semiconductor, MOEMS, Optofluidics and
optical devices. The technique used is called - lithography where in domain of mi-
cron scale fabrication, it’s called soft lithography. The word ’lithography’ finds origins
in Greek words, Litho as stone and Graphy to write. This technique took impor-
tance back in 1900 where rapid paper printing gave boost to the application to new
dimensions in scientific world, high throughput repeatability of IC fabrication, MEMS
growing demand and recently Microfluidic devices to biotechnology. The technique
usually requires few stages which are discussed briefly here. A pictorial overview of
the fabrication process is presented in
• A substrate: Several materials have been used for the fabrication of microflu-
idic systems, each of which has its advantages and drawbacks. Silicon was
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Figure 2.1 Schematic illustration of the fabrication steps involved in microfabrication of a
simple microfluidic system.
first used for the development of microfluidic chips20,21. The reason for se-
lecting silicon is evident from its inert behavior in regards to a wide range of
chemical compounds. Being opaque (a major drawback), silicon was soon re-
placed by glass, which is not only chemically inert, but also transparent22,23.
The development of glass microfluidic systems requires complicated design
protocols. It is worth noting that many materials may be used for microfluidic
systems, including thermoplastic24,25, ceramic laminated sheets26, thermoset
polyester27, polystyrene (PS)28,29, poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA)30,31 and
polycarbonate (PC)32,33. However, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is one of the
most widely used polymers for the fabrication of reliable and cost-effective
microfluidic devices34–36. Among the numerous advantages of PDMS to mi-
crofluidics, one may note for instance its excellent optical transparency, easy
processing, low cost, mechanical flexibility, long-term stability, biocompatibility
and low toxicity, chemical inertness, etc. Nevertheless, PDMS has one main
drawback: its propensity for swelling in the presence of low molecular weight
organic solvents such as acetone, ethanol, chloroform, etc., which may im-
pede some applications requiring the use of low molecular weight organic sol-
vents, for instance.paper microfluidics37–39, hydrogels40,41 and hybrid microflu-
idic chips.Nevertheless, such limitation is less stringent in the case of droplet
microfluidics, as droplets loaded wich such solvents do not have contacts with
the PDMS channels walls, preventing hence PDMS from swelling.This is par-
ticularly valid in the case of the standard single flow microfluidics but could be
overcome by a droplet microfluidic approach.
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• Surface treatment : Usually, microfluidic systems are grown on Silicon wafers
or directly on glass. Hence to achieve proper bonding between the photo re-
sist and the substrate, surface cleanliness is very important. Usually cleaning
is done by rinsing the wafer with acetone followed by isopropanol and com-
pressed air blow, but sometimes harsh cleaning and surface smoothness is
very important which require other cleaning agents. Thus a necessary step to
perform the microfluidic growth inside cleanroom.
• Photoresist dispensing : After surface cleaning, a photo-resist is coated on
the wafer. The volume of the photoresist is determined by the overall height of
the final circuit and the surface area of the wafer. For soft lithography a well
known SU-8 epoxy based photoresist is homogeneously coated on the wafer.
The homogenous thickness is achieved by specially designed Spin-coating ap-
paratus where the thickness is programmed by speed and time of rotation. For
the work involved in this thesis, the equipment unitized was SUSS Microtech
RC8 spin coater. This process is often linked with pre-spinning surface heating
followed by post-spinning photoresist cooking called soft baking.
• Exposure : After resist coating, the wafer is inspected visually for the surface
cleanliness. Then is loaded into a bracket of UV exposition equipment. For our
work, we used I-line photomasking technique operating at peak wavelength
of 365nm. SUSS microtech, MJB4 mask alinger crosslinked the photoresist
through pre-calculated time (optimized by the recipe) follwed by post exposure
bake to permanently crosslinked photoresist.
• Etching For soft lithography, 90% times, the etching is wet, where a specifi-
cally designed chemical etchant splits the crosslinked phtoresist from the soft
regions. This step essentially washes away all the excessive resist except the
UV exposed paths. And this stage confirms the shape and the structures of the
grown channels. After etching, often a hard bake is recommended to evapo-
rate the cleaning agent as well as thermally increasing the bonding between the
substrate and cross linked resist. Once done, a final inspection is performed
by profilometer to measure the fabrication protocol efficiency.
• PDMS prototyping : Next comes, the replication of the design by soft silicon
based polymer called PDMS (Poly DiMehtyl Siloxane). The fabricated mold
is placed carefully in a petri dish. Silicon is mixed with its primer in 10 : 1
and rigorously mixed by constant stirring. Then is degassed for few minutes
to remove the trapped air. Meanwhile the Silicon mold is exposed to HMDS
fumes and then PDMS is poured evenly on the surface and baked according
to standard procedures. Once cooked, the thermally cured silicon is liftoff from
the substrate and cut into desired shapes for further processing. Holes/inlets
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are punched and cleaned PDMS surface is bonded to a clean glass slide. This
bonding is provided by vacuum plasma surface treatment, which permanently
bonds the two surfaces together. Finally the chip is stored according to desired
operation.
• Other Prototyping For cases where the fluids are reactive to the channel walls,
surface coatings or non silicon materials are used. For such cases, mostly
Norland adhesive, NOA series are widely accepted materials.
2.2 Materials
For the preparation of this thesis work, number of materials and chemicals were
used regularly for successful design of highly monodispere emulsions. For continu-
ous phase flow, many suitable fluorocarbon oils, like HFE 7500, HFE 7100 or FC 40,
are commercially available (Novatec, 3M company). While for dispersed phase, a
number of fluids or combination of them were employed. In most simplest case, mil-
lipore water was the dispersed phase. Other solvents used for emulsion generation
included, benzyl-Alcohol, ethanol, silicon oil, ethylene glycol, acetone, isopropanol,
hydrophilic and hydrophobic PDMS, Norland NOA, SU8-2XXX series (different types
based on targeted channel dimensions), developers and chemical etchants.
A surfactant body has two regions, hydrophilic head and a hydrophobic tale. Sur-
face activity may be characterized on the basis of the so-called HLB (hydro/lipo-philic
balance) values,
Perfluorinated surfactants can be either purchased (Dolomite Fluigent, Raindance)
or home-made according to a reaction scheme developed initially by Holtz et al.42.
The chemical synthesis is based on the condensation of Krytox FSH-157TM (Kry),
a perfluoro-polyether (PFPE) carboxylate from DuPont R©, which acts as an oil-philic
moiety and polyethers derivatives, like PEG or Jeffamine R© polyetheramine (Hunts-
man corp.), playing the role of hydrophilic moieties42–45. Common used surfactants
are for instance the triblock kry-PEG-kry (or PEG-kry2)42 or the diblock Kry-Jeffa-Kry
(a contraction of Krytox and Jeffamine R©)43. One may note that krytox may be used
also as a surfactant in many experiments where biocompatibility is not required. Nev-
ertheless, the negative charge of the krytox carboxylate group interacts with oppo-
sitely charged biomolecules, which may cause the encapsulated biomacromolecules
in droplets to lose their activity and aggregate at the droplet interface.
For the preparation of this thesis work, major surface active agents used were
Krytox, KryJeffa, BA119, BA139, CD698. Out of which Krytox is commercially avail-
able, while the remaining four are synthesized, details of which will come in the
respective chapters. The most commonly used dyes for droplet detection (static in
chamber or in flow) in this work were mostly Rhodamine derivatives. Few types with
the solvent and resulting solvatochromism shift in bulk solution is presented in
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Figure 2.2 Types of Rhodamine derivatives used for droplet sensing, (a) Rhodamine B, (b)
Rhodamine 6G, (c) Rhodamine 610 and (d) Rhodamine 640.
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Figure 2.3 Fluorescence spectra of different Rhodamine derivatives when excited by 532
nm CW laser.
2.3 Microfluidic Platform
The microfluidic system build for the progress of the thesis work is depicted in Fig.2.5.
The setup housed a dual-deck inverted microscope (Olympus IX7346) equipped with
a manually operated XY translational stage. For our needs, the upper deck was
mounted for dichoric mirrors and bottom deck stage was left for transmitted light
path. A visible range, fiber-optic coupled spectrometer from ocean-optics was used
for spectral investigations of the dyes and surfactants. The spectrometer had spec-
tral resolution of 10nm to 0.1nm and included a 14µm × 200µm CCD detector with an
integration time limit of 1ms to 65s.47 Another detector was used to investigate the fre-
quency as well as the fluorescence signal in time as the droplet passed by the laser
spot, irradiating a specific region ion the microfluidic channel. Multiple options could
be employed for example, a photodiode for occurrence of a droplet, a photo-multiplier
tube or more advance avalanche photo-diodes. We employed a simple Hamamatsu
H10721 cable output photomultiplier tube which operates in spectral range of 230nm
to 700nm. A power module is connected for input voltage while the data signals were
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processed via data acquisition card provided by National Instruments. A home build
Labview program detects and read the signal coming form PMT into intensity versus
time plots of fluorescence.
For generation of droplets, we employed a microfluidic syringe pump system de-
veloped by neMESYS while for visual inspection of the droplets, a high speed camera
was mounted on top of eye-piece stage of the microscope. The syringe pumps were
programmed at two specific type of syringes, a 5ml syringe for continuous phase and
1ml syringe for dispersed phase. The volumetric flow programming was done by se-
lecting the syringe diameter and length of the particular reservoir. Micro-pumps were
pumped at µl/h and fluids were injected to fabricated device via flexible tubing. In-
terconnections of the fluid inlets and the tubing could be done directly or via metallic
interconnects provided that the metallic interconnect’s outer diameter is adjustable
to inner diameter of the soft tubing.
The working of the experiment starts with stable droplet formation by using spe-
cific channel dimensions for final droplet size. Fluidic pumps were pushed at certain
flow rates and after few seconds of pushing, stable droplet formation is achieved. In
order to determine the droplet frequency, one of the two phases must be fluorescent.
By this, at PMT, we can provide a good estimate of the droplet frequency in real
time. This technique will be further developed for certain applications later in text.
For a static drop, either in chamber or in an open vessel, spectral investigation were
performed by Ocean optics spectrometer set at 250ms acquisition time. For detection
of droplet occurrence, PMT unit gives good signal versus time of flight of droplet in
channel, but in order to probe the spectral response, a static droplet is irradiated
by a certain band-limited light source and stokes emission is recorded. The setup
depicted in Fig.2.5 is working on the bases of a band limited dichoric mirror Semrock
FF-532DiO3 which essentially reflects the wavelengths below the cutoff and transmit
above it. The number 532 represent the cutoff wavelength. A specific laser source
is reflected from the front surface of the dichoric mirror, passed by the suitable mi-
croscope objective(dependent on the size of the particle/droplet to be irradiated), hit
the target, recollected by the objective and transmitted through the dichoric mirror,
which upon hitting an internal edge cube, reflects the signal out of the microscope
assembly. Beyond this point, different techniques could be employed for various ap-
plications. Most simplest is depicted in this section, where the signal coming out from
the microscope is further divided in half by beam splitter and filtered for the excitation
light source and then either inspected visually or by a detection scheme.
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Figure 2.4 A simple microfluidic platform for generation and detection of droplets.
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Figure 2.5 Filters used in the setup, (a) Laser band limiting filter (20nm approximately), (b)
dichoric mirror placed in the first deck of microscope bed stage, (c) a dual notch filter used
for band stopping a 532nm and 477nm laser sources (further details will follow in the text)
and (d) a specific filter matched with each fluorescent dye used (dye with its excitation
wavelength is often given).
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Chapter 3
Light-driven merging of
microdroplets - an application tool
for studying the dynamics of fast
chemical and biological processes.
Droplet based microfluidics is a robust technique for studying dynamical behavior
associated with transport among drops1,2. It favors production, manipulation, sort-
ing, merging and splitting of drops by number of techniques. Out of these profound
processes, merging is the goal of discussion in this chapter. Merging of droplets
is often controlled by some external stimulus. These external factors could employ
passive or active methods, based on the mechanism in use and final product to be
designed3. Active methods accounts for an external force, that stimulates the pertur-
bations, essential for merging, e. g. , an external electric field. This type of stimulated
perturbations of the droplet periphery is achieved by an alternating current (AC)4 or
by static DC voltage5 and the field is widely called electro-coalescence. These meth-
ods are restricted to use on a large population of droplets, which essentially limits the
use of such protocols for spatially selectable droplets, whether they are in a plane or
in multi-layered housing facility.6–11
In the present work, we were interested in an active merging method, which can
combine the robustness of active merging techniques as well as selectivity in terms
of spatial and temporal resolution.12–14 Numerous studies had been reported for
the selectivity feature of two or multiple droplets. Some reported the use of laser
induced localized heating for water droplets spontaneous merging15–17 while some
showed the trivial demulsification18 factor of the emulsions to study the azobenzene
state transformation and its effect on the stability of emulsions. The demulsification
resulted in entire emulsion coalescence because of conversion of higher surface ac-
tivity trans to lower cis isomer. This method required several minutes of irradiation for
complete coalescence and is somewhat undesirable in realm of droplet microfluidics.
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3.1 Light driven merging
A new prospect is to optically merge19–21 minimum of two droplets by minimizing the
effect of complete emulsion destabilization. This kind of selective merging could rev-
olutionise the idea of optically merging microdroplets and higher order emulsions.
Here we propose two mechanisms which could result in such kind of controlled
selective merging. First method is based on photolysis of the surfactant while the
second one focuses on azobenzene derived photo-switchable surfactant. A pictorial
overview of the system in general is presented in Fig.3.1.The laser pulse depletes
the surfactant molecules either complectly or partially and is dependent on the con-
centration, laser power and spot size. At higher concentrations, prolonged exposure
results in merging. This uprise in merging time evolve from the rapid replacement of
the surfactant molecules either from bulk solution or from the neighbouring molecules
around the irradiated spot. By reducing the concentration we could achieve a time
scale of merging which could be programmed easily. By this method, we propose a
system of rapid yet programable selective merging which finds application in studies
of surfactant dynamics for interface control.
Figure 3.1 Graphical illustration of the droplet merging. The laser targeted region photolyse
/ photo-isomerise the surfactant locally and corresponding surfactant transport from the bulk
and/or from the neighbouring droplets.
3.1.1 Surfactants
Photolyable surfactant
As discussed earlier, two methods were used to synthesise two distinct families
of surfactants. One set of light-sensitive surfactants responsive to ultra-violet light
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were designed in a collaboration from Laborataire de Chimie et Biochimie Phar-
macologiques et Toxicologiques, Paris Descartes University. The surfactants were
prepared from the well known caging groups12,22 first introduced by Kaplan et al.23.
Surfactants were synthesised by 8-piperazinyl-2-hydroxymethyl-quinoline (8-PHQ).
The pair set Surfactant 1 titled BA119 and other Surfactant 2 titled BA138 were
highly insoluble in water and showed an absorption band from 318nm to 320nm with
photolysis actuation of isomers from CIS to trans around 366nm. The photo-actuation
process which initiates the state transition for BA119 and BA138 are depicted in
Reversible photo-switchable surfactant
By incorporating light activated switching in the surfactant, release of ligands could
be programmed. It is highly desirable to extract the surfactant molecules, once the
specific ligand reaction took place, as synthesis of such compounds is time consum-
ing and costly. Keeping in view, we proposed a new set of surfactants, which could
be programmed same as AQ-based photo-switchable surfactants as well as once
the operation is over, the used surfactant quantity could be acquired back. This tech-
nique needed the surfactant to be stable in terms of state transition, thus azobenzene
based surfactant was synthesised in collaboration with Prof Malcolm Buckle (LBPA,
ENS Paris-Saclay) and Dr. Remi Metivier (PPSM ENS Paris-Saclay). A compounds
namely CD698 was prepared from perfluoro-polyether (PFPE) hydrophobic chain
to PEG-600 hydrophilic chain through an azobenzene chain. The PFPE hydropho-
bic chain was derived from a commercially available carboxy-terminated fluorinated
polymer, namely Krytox 157-FSH (Dupont) and linked to the azobenzene group fol-
lowing a similar procedure as described in detail by Lee et al.10
3.1.2 Microfluidic Device
We employed a flow focusing microfluidic system for droplet generation and stor-
age. Devices were fabricated by standard PDMS based soft-lithography technique.
Two models were fabricated, with a distinctive feature of drive channel length for
surfactant interface buildup assistance. One device had the 600µm length while the
second one had three times the length of first device drive channel - which gives
excess time to surfactant to buildup stable interface (details of this change in lenght
will be discussed later). Both chips, had a rectangular geometry with characteristic
width of 90µm and 110µm and height of 50µm and 100µm respectively. Also both cir-
cuits had a two stage rectangular droplet storage chambers, fabricated by two steps
photo-lithography. The dimensions for the chambers were 100µmX700µm (3.4(a))
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Figure 3.2 The photolysis of the AQ diblock amphiphiles, 3 and 4 by UV irradiation at 366
nm.19
and 1200µmX4000µm (3.4(b)) respectively. The advantage of the dual stage cham-
ber is to facilitate the droplet to maintain spherical shape which in turn reduced the
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Figure 3.3 CD698 molecule, (a). stable trans form of the molecule, (b). trans to cis by UV
irradiation and back to trans by visible light.
pressure coalescence of microdroplets. In order to make the device interior compati-
ble with the oil-phase, the interior walls of the complete assembly was functionalized
by commercially available surface coating agent. This coating enhanced the wet-
tability of the channel walls and also reduced the risk of diffusion of the surfactant
molecules to the PDMS.
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Figure 3.4 The fabricated flow-focusing assembly with two drive channel lengths: (a) drive
channel with length of 600µm for small time of surfactant stability (b) a long 2100µm drive
channel for enhanced surfactant localization arround droplet periphery.
3.2 Experiment
3.2.1 Interfacial Tension Measurement
By studying the shape of a suspended droplet, surface tension or interfacial ten-
sion of a liquid can be calculated.24–26 Drop shape method is one of many meth-
ods to estimate the interfacial tension by incorporating the symmetry attribute of
the suspended droplet (minimising the error occurrence related to directional mea-
surement). This method’s efficiency originates from the static state determination of
the surface tension measurement as only gravity and interfacial tension plays role
to create profile of the droplet. In such method, a plane cut needle (d=0.73mm)
with straight or inverted shape is suspended in a glass cuvette filled with a solu-
tion/solvent (see Fig.3.5(a)). The surface cleanliness is a crucial step for the deter-
mination of interfacial tension measurement. Other factors like temperature, wetta-
bility, needle material, solvents characteristics contribute to the final measurement.
A commercially available unit; Digidrop system (GBX, France) housed with an HD
video recording camcorder was used for taking good images of the water droplets
inside the cuvette filled with the solvent. All the surfactants, namely BA-119, BA-
138 and CD698 with serial dilutions were filled one after the other and aqueous
droplets were made to take images. Later a non-commercial Matlab script provided
by Georgia Institute of Technology (thanks to Prof. Fernandez-Nievez) was used to
estimate the inter-facial tension measurement. The surfactants were dissolved in
fluorinated oil (HFE7500) with serial or binary dilutions and the drop-shape images
were taken for each of the concentration followed by rinsing-cleaning-drying of the
glass cuvette. Because of the higher density of oil (around 1.62 g/cm3) as compared
to water (1g/cm3), the inverted shape needle was used to make drops upwardsin
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the bulk solution (a step below the oil-air interface): a pictorial overview of the up-
wards drop by a fluorescent dye is shown in Fig.3.5(a) (dye solution was used as
an illustration, measurements were performed for millipore water). Fig.3.5(b) shows
the matlab script console used to fit the contour of the drop and by incorporating
Young-Laplace equation.
∆p= ρgh− γ( 1
R1
− 1
R2
) (3.1)
where γ is the interfacial tension, and R1 and R2 are the two principle radii of the
drop curvature, interfacial values were calculated. The script needed the effective
diameter of the needle used (in these measurements was 0.73 mm) and densities of
the fluids in kg/m3 (1000kg/m3 for water and 1614kg/m3 for HFE7500). The Young-
Laplace equation was integrated by the script to determine the theocratical shape of
the droplet and finally compared with measured image of the droplet. For compari-
son, it is highly desirable to have a clean background (maximum illumination behind
the droplet) and no peripheral dust or surfactant aggregates. For this reason, each
time the new solutions (change in concentration), the glass cuvette was left for few
minutes to sediment any particles or aggregates and then carefully images were
taken.
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Figure 3.5 Drop shape method for evaluating interfacial tension measurement of various
surfactants used. (a) Graphical illustration of the experiment setup, the inverted needle of
diameter 0.73mm. Other images shows, shapes of droplets in different surfactants while
two images for a water droplet in HFE7500 and opposite case are presented. (b) MZTLAB
script console provided by Prof. Fernandez-Nievez.
3.2.2 Surface Pressure by Langmuir Balance
A surfactant molecule has a hydrophilic tail and an hydrophobic head, which gives
these big molecules affinity to stay at the interface among different mediums in con-
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tact to one liquid phase (containing these large molecules). When dispensed on
surface of water, these molecules start to form an evenly distributed network on
surface of water. In order to determine the area occupied by a single surfactant
molecule, when dispensed evenly on a water surface and contained by boundaries
of a substrate, the technique used is called surface area isotherms. This method is
famous for its effective control over the thickness of single surfactant layer floating
on the water and possibility of depositing multiple layers. The first investigation of
the phenomena was observed three centuries ago by Benjamin Franklin and further
developed by number of scientists, until Irwing Langmuir employed the technique for
characteristic studies on the floating films of large molecules, thus named after his
contribution - Langmuir films. We used a commercially available Langmuir balance
and deposited volumes of 5µl to 10µl for the surface-area isotherms to calculate
the area occupied by one single surfactant molecule. For, photolyable surfactants
(BA119 and BA 138), we used 8µl of the smallest concentration used while for iso-
merizable surfactant, CD698, we used 5µl of the solution. All the surfactants were
dissolved in HFE7500. Before performing the experiment, surface of the balance
barriers and large rectangular chamber were rinsed and dried for removal of con-
tamination. Later filled with millipore water, followed by surfactant dispensing and
waited for 5 minutes before pushing the barriers. The change in pressure pi was
recorded versus the occupied area by the monolayer. Surface pressure is defined as
pi = γ0− γ, (3.2)
where γ0 ' 73mN/m represents the surface tension of the clean water surface and γ
the surface tension of the water surface in the presence of the monolayer. Surface
pressure isotherms data was acquired for each of the photo-switchable surfactant
and was further processed (results will be presented in results section of this chap-
ter).
3.2.3 Experiment Setup
To produce droplets of size 100µm (approximately), the microfluidic chips were put
on the microscope stage. Input and output connections were installed on the de-
vices and syringe pumps were pushed for different values to see the effect of surfac-
tant control on the interface in comparison to collision induced coalescence. Once
housed in the chamber, droplets were irradiated to perform the selective merging.
For the work involved in this study, we used a UV laser source with maximum emis-
sion wavelength of 355nm, delivering 2.5µ j/pulse . The spot size of the beam Sbeam
was around ∼ 900 µm2, hence power density of 2.8×106 W/m2 was estimated. The
setup had a Semrock, edge dichroic mirror with cut-off wavelength of 506nm. The
input signal from the function generator, triggers the laser at 1KHz, after passing
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through some optics, laser - hits the edge dichroic mirror, passed through the mi-
croscope objective, hits the droplets, recollected back by the microscope objective
and then passes through (Tx) the dichroic mirror. Beyond this point, signal could be
divided in two arms to study the spectral properties of the surfactant or detecting the
generation frequency in realtime.
Figure 3.6 Microfluidic setup for droplet generation, detection and merging. A ps-pulsed UV
laser (355nm) is used to probe and merge droplets, while optical detections are employed
for empirical analysis of droplets in flow as well as in static mode.
3.2.4 Droplet Stability
As discussed earlier, series of dilutions were prepared for each of the three surfac-
tants. As CD698 is a reversible surfactant, combining its conformational states (cis
and trans), we had four surfactants to produce droplets. Optical micrographs of all
the four cases are presented in Fig.3.7. Commercially available syringe pump sys-
tem was used to pump the carrier and disperse phase. For carrier phase, we use
a fluorinated oil (HFE7500) with concentration sets for each of the surfactants. For
BA-119 and BA-138, we used 300µl/h and 50µl/h for oil and water phase respec-
tively. The size of droplet was almost 100µm which remained same for BA-119, but
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for BA-138, soon after the storage chamber, rapid coalescence was observed. In
case of CD698, the carrier and water phase had flow rates of 500µl/h and 100µl/h
respectively to produce droplets of 100µm size. For trans state, droplets were highly
stable while cis state was highly unstable (no droplet formation).
Figure 3.7 Formation of aqueous droplets by : (a) BA119 (stable droplets), (b) partially
stable BA138, (c) stable CD698 Trans isomer and (d) unstable CD698 Cis isomer.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Photolyable surfactants
Molecular Area occupancy by BA119
As shown in Fig.3.7(a) and (b), droplets of BA119 and BA138 were stabilised in
HFE7500. BA119, showed extremely good stability in terms of droplet incubation
for several days while BA138 was unable to produce a stable emulsion incubation
and storage. The interfacial tension measurement of the two surfactants confirmed
the poor stability of BA138 as compared to BA119 (see Fig.3.8(top)). The inter-
facial tension is proportional to the quantity of the surfactant molecules consumed
at the interface. This proportionality is described by the Gibbs absorption isotherm
(Fig.3.8(bottom)) for a diluted concentration of the particular surfactant.27
Γ=− 1
RT
× dγ
d(lnc)
(3.3)
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where Γ represents surface concentration value of the diluted surfactant below the
cmc, γ as surface tension, c as the surfactant concentration, T as temperature and
R as the gas constant. The evaluated value of −5.6 is obtained from the linear re-
gion of the interfacial tension plot, thus giving an average molecular area of around
0.8nm2/molecule by A =
1
Γ
. This estimation is in good range from the measured
surfactant molecular occupancy in terms of size in a monolayer compression tech-
nique. For interfacial tension curve (green) linear region, the data points of 20mN/m,
15mN/m and 6mN/m show an occupancy of 0.75 nm2/molecule, 1 nm2/molecule and
1.8 nm2/molecule. The value of 1.8 for 6mN/m, represents the cmc value, thus an
average of 0.9 nm2/molecule at 15mN/m will be considered for the bulk occupancy
of surfactant molecules on surface of the droplet.
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Figure 3.8 Top: Interfacial tension measurements performed by inverted needle
(d=0.73µm), red curve represents BA119 while green represents data points for BA138,
(Bottom:) surface pressure and molecular area occupancy isotherm for BA119 at air-water
interface.19
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Photolysis
Droplets of water were made in BA119 (dissolved HFE7500 oil) and were housed in
the microfluidic chamber of Fig.3.4(a) for half an hour. The laser irradiation of about
5 minutes resulted in no merging for initial concentration. The initial solution was
diluted 10 times in pure HFE7500, and new concentration(ccmc = 250 µ M) resulted in
merging at around 30-40s. In order to verify the merging origin, that either it is coming
from the laser irradiation locally at the droplet surface or its thermochemically effect,
another, non-photo reactive surfactant was used to stabilise droplets, stored for few
minutes and irradiated with same experimental conditions. No coalescence was
observed even continuous irradiation of 355nm ps-pulsed laser for serval minutes.
Thus the merging process observed at 250µ M was physical and could be developed
further. For concentration c2 = 110 µ M (below cmc), the merging time reduced from
30s to 10s with an error of ±5s as shwon in Fig.3.9. This merging time could be
reduced significantly, by reducing the concentration, and for concentration as low as
c=80µ M, merging time for new set of droplets was about 0.8−2s.
Figure 3.9 Droplets of c2 = 110µ M labeled with numbers. Once irradiated, droplet 1 merge
with droplet 2 with a time scale of 12s.19
Diffusion time
For given values of Qoil = 300µl/h and Qwater = 50µl/h the speed of microdroplets
could be deduced by speed vdroplet .
vdroplet(BA119) =
Qoil +Qwater
w×h ' 21.5 mm/s (3.4)
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where w=90µm and h=50µm. The speed of microdroplets in the channel can give
the estimate of time droplets have elapsed during the channel guide region before
reaching the chamber(storage) region. Thus a time of
∆t f low(BA119) =
L
vd
' 28 ms (3.5)
was elapsed before droplets come in contact with other droplets. While housed
inside the micro chamber, droplets share boundaries with other droplets as well as
bulk surfactant molecules afloat in the chamber. This attribute plays a vital role in
the final merging time scale and could be quantified to estimate the merging in a
pair of droplets, with and without external assistance provided by the bulk surfactant
molecules. The diffusion time of the surfactant molecule on surface crafting of the
droplet could be estimated by a model reported by Baret el al.28. This model states
that the stability of microdroplet by surfactant is ensured, provided that the fraction
number f increases the threshold value of maximum possible surface crafting. Thus if
Sdroplet represents the surface area of the drop of Radius R with an average molecular
area occupancy of A= 0.9nm2, then number of molecules on surface of drop are :
Ndroplet(BA119) '
Sdroplet
A
' 6.8×1010 molecules/microdroplet (3.6)
and the stability of the droplet is given by,
ε ∼ Ndroplet(BA119)
4piR2cNA
(3.7)
.
The typical value of f are reported to be 0.1 and 0.16.29,30 Even for the concen-
tration of 80µm (way less than cmc), surfactant molecules are still freely floating with
diffusion coefficient D ' 10−10m2/s.27,29 The smallest number Ndroplet(BA119) repre-
sents the number of free surfactant moelcules required for emulsion stabaility when
disperesed in an arbitrary volume
Vε = 4piR2ε
. Thus Ndroplet(BA119) is:
ε ∼ Ndroplet(BA119)
4piR2cNA
(3.8)
where NA is the Avogadro’s number. For diffusion restrained system, the bulk
surfactant molecules contained in arbitrary volume will reach the droplet interface by
the time tdi f f usion given by
ε ∼ (D× tdi f f usion)1/2 ∼ 2µm
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, thus
tdi f f usion(BA119) ∼
f 2
(NAcA)2D
(3.9)
By substituing tdi f f usion as the time elapsed by the droplet in flow, the fraction
number is found to be f = 0.13 (in range of the one reported in literature). The de-
pendence of surfactant concentration and merging time of BA119 in oil phase is very
important as this explains the energy required to break C-O bond of molecule which
has a value of 5.6×10−19 J/molecule (80 Kcal/mol. And the energy required to pho-
tolyse all the surfactant on the droplet is about 40 nJ (∼ Ndrop× 5.6 10−19 J) which
is well below the energy of laser/pulse ∼ 2.5 µJ.We can assume hence that all sur-
factant molecules located in the irradiated area of the microdroplet, designed in the
following as a hot spot, should be photolysed.
The rate npulse of surfactant molecules photolysed during a single pulse can be
calculated as follows:
npulse ∼ 2×SbeamA ∼ 2.10
9 molecules/ms (3.10)
where Sbeam ∼ 900 µ m2 and where two hot spots were assumed to be on the droplet
surface(input and output). Thus if photolysis of the whole surfactant was not affected
by diffusion, the merging time value would have been
∆t ∼ Ndroplet(BA119)
npulse
∼ 34ms. (3.11)
Ideally the surfactant diffusion plays great role in merging time as the molecules
may also arrive at the illuminated spot either from free floating molecules in bulk
or from droplet periphery not in illumination zone. The npulse reported earlier is the
maximum molecule depletion rate in case of diffusion limited process. This, 2.109
molecules/ms for npulse is practically valid for first pulse but with each successive
pulses, the diffusion from bulk (in case of concentrations close to cmc) and from
packing on the droplet surface becomes critical. For a single pulse of time lapse
τpulse = 1ms, the diffusion distance εsol can also be estimated by diffusion law, which
finds a value of 0.3µm. Considering again the depletion rate per pulse, the first pulse
arriving at droplet surface during ∼ 400 ps initiates the depletion process assisted
photolysis of the illuminated spot and diffusion from the surrounding. This rate is
linked to radiated region of droplet by the laser spot size Sbeam. An exact estimate of
the of diffusion rate is not easy as contribution of heat to create convictive currents
on droplet surface as well as Marangoni effect hinders the process while laser pulse
is arriving and photolysing the illuminated region. Infact merging time could give a
close value of npulse by
npulse =
Ndroplet(BA119)
∆t3×103 +n
(3)
sol ∼ 1.02×109 molecules/ms (3.12)
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. The number npulse of free surfactant molecules depleted during one pulse can be
assumed to be dispersed on a area surrounding the hot spot, Spulse ∼ 2pidε ′pulseΓ,
and hence can be expressed as: npulse ∼ 2pidεdroplet(BA119)Γ, where the coefficient 2
takes account for the existence of two hot spots, d ' 35 µm is the diameter of the
laser beam, εdrop << d is the distance over which molecules diffuse during one pulse
(τpulse) and Γ =
1
A
' 1 molecule/nm2 is the surfactant surface density at the droplet
interface. Hence, we can estimate
εdroplet(BA119) ∼
npulse
2pidε ′pulseΓ
∼ 4.3 µm
For given values of εdrop, τpulse, diffusion constant for the surfactant molecules
arriving at the laser spot can be calculated by diffusion law as :
Ddroplet ∼
ε2droplet(BA119)
τpulse
∼ 2.10−8 m2/s (3.13)
. The estimated value of the diffusion coefficient Ddroplet on the droplet surface is
found to be 2 orders of magnitude higher than the standard diffusion constant values
(∼ 10−10 m2/s).27,28 Nevertheless, it’s worth noting that this high diffusion coefficient
value is very close to the 1× 10−8 m2/s value reported recently by Brosseau et al.
for the diffusion coefficient of another krytox-derived surfactant at a microdroplet/oil
(HFE 7500) interface where surface convection currents are also considered.31
3.3.2 Photo initiated isomerization in microdroplets
Droplets of water were stabilised in new surfactant which possess dual-photo transi-
tion modes and were housed inside the microfluidic chambers. Using syringe pumps
with flowrates of Qoil = 500µl/h and Qwater = 100µl/h the speed of microdroplets
vdroplet from detaching the nozzle and reaching the storage chamber could be esti-
mated by (exact droplet speed is hard very hard to determine)
vdroplet(CD698) =
Qoil +Qwater
w×h ' 15.1 mm/s (3.14)
where w=110µm and h=100µm. The speed of microdroplets in the channel of
length L = 2100µm could assist in creating an interface before reaching the micro
analysis chamber. The flight time droplets take in the drive channel of Fig.3.4(b)
could be calculated by
∆t f low(CD698) =
L
vd
' 28 ms (3.15)
Later, photochromic reactions were induced in situ by a continuous irradiation
Hg/Xe lamp (Hamamatsu, LC6 Lightningcure, 200 W) equipped with narrow band
interference filters of appropriate wavelengths. The irradiation power was measured
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using a photodiode from Ophir (PD300-UV). The photochromic quantum yields were
determined by probing the sample with a Xenon lamp during the course of the light
irradiation. Absorption changes were monitored by a CCD camera mounted on a
spectrometer (Princeton Instruments).
Photo-isomerisation kinetics of CD698
Likewise most azobenzene derivatives, CD698 molecules switch under UV illumina-
tion from a thermally stable trans form (t-CD698) to a metastable cis form (c-CD698).
The trans is characterized by a large absorption band with a maximum absorption
around 335 nm (in HFE 7500 oil), while c-CD698 form has a weaker absorption band
with a maximum absorption around 440 nm, as shown in Fig. 3.10.
Figure 3.10 Conversion of the surfactant state change by UV light treatment, the black line
representing normalized reference without UV treatment. Top curve (red) being first
measurement with no UV treatment and subsequent state change transition of surfactant by
10s exposure of UV lamp with power of 6.7mW at 365 nm wavelength.
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Figure 3.11 Slow exponential rise of state transition to normal when surfactant was
exposed to 470nm band-limited light.
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Figure 3.12 State relaxation to normal by successive exposure with 470 nm wavelength,
starting from red curve in bottom and gradually transforming to normal state by total 690s
time.
Our results show that CD698 molecules transit spontaneously in the dark from
the cis form (c-CD698) to the trans form (t-CD698), with a constant time as small as
10−5 s−1. This value was deduced from the exponential fit of the absorption curve of
c-CD698 at 330 nm versus time, as shown in Fig. 3.11. It corresponds to a half-life
t1/2 ' 18 hours. It’s worth noting that the relatively long half-life of CD698 molecules
is of great importance in our study as the cis form relaxes back very slowly to the
trans form, if no UV illumination is used.
Microdroplets stability versus surfactant conformation and concentration
To quantify the effect of the cis-trans transition on the stability of droplets, a control
experiment was first conducted, where two samples of equal concentration of 1 mM
(C0) were taken, one was left in dark (over night) in order to allow for all surfactant
molecules present in the solution to transit to the trans stable state and other in UV
for 5 hours. Droplets were prepared in the flow-focusing assembly and found that 5
hours of UV treatment (235nm UV lamp) resulted in sufficient conversion (trans to
cis state) and droplets were merging in the chamber in uncontrolled fashion, while
the stability of the surfactant in trans was not altered. Monodisperse microdroplets
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with a size of about 100 µm were prepared using different surfactant concentrations,
ranging from 25 µM to 1 mM.
To quantify the time for surfactant transition from stable trans to cis state by pulsed
laser irradiation, droplets were produced and collected in an on-chip micro-analysis
chamber (see Fig.3.4(b). To enhance the surfactant stabilization, droplets were al-
lowed to stay in dark and left for sufficient time to let the surfactant molecules build
a stabilizing monolayer around droplets. The first concentration, C0 = 1 mM of the
surfactant, was found to lead to very stable microdroplets with no apparent deforma-
tion or merging under UV illumination. Laser irradiation of about 5 to 10 minutes to
droplets presented no merging. The trans configuration of the molecule was found
to be most stable while cis configuration being highly unstable. whereas a fast laser
driven-merging (∼ 1 second) could be achieved with the lowest concentration value
(25 µM). Worth noting that for smaller concentration values, a spontaneous merging
of droplets is observed, which indicates that droplets are not stabilized enough when
using such low concentrations of the surfactant.
Merging time
In order to study the effect of surfactant concentration on droplets merging time, fur-
ther studies were conducted. Firstly, merging time study for localized conversion
from trans to cis state at the laser spot was carried out from 1 mM to 15.6 µM. Suc-
cessive dilutions resulted in a decrease of the merging time from about 10 minutes
for C0 (1mM) to 1 s for 25 µM and for further lower concentrations, droplet were
highly unstable. These results clearly indicate a decrease in merging time as the
concentration of surfactant molecules decreases. Merging reduced sufficiently from
almost 6 s for 62.5 µM to 1 s for 15.6 µM. The decrease in merging time is in direct
relation with the inverse quadratic dependence of diffusion time to concentration As
the concentration reduces, the number of idle-molecules in bulk drive phase take
more time to replace the targeted molecules. As the surfactant molecules are not
oriented in a specific order, so lower the concentration, higher is the diffusion time
for the idle molecules to reach the depleted area.
To further analyze the merging behavior of microdroplets under irradiation, differ-
ent sweeps of the laser beam over the whole micro-chamber were performed and
first and second merging of the one drop to its neighbor and later (second merging)
with the two times big merged drop to its neighboring droplet. Results presented in
Fig. 3.13 show a non-uniform but correlated first and second merging times.
The rationale behind two merging observations relates to the change in volume
and a slight increase in the merging time. Consider Fig. 3.13, on left, two drops
selected for merging and on right the big merged drop. For two separate drops of
100 µm, calculated volume was 0.5 nl each, while after merging the the big drop had
a volume of 4 nl, thus 8 times increase in volume. From the classical inverse relation
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of concentration with volume, the overall change in concentration of big merged drop
was 0.125 times the concentration of the drive phase. Upon targeted merging of that
droplet with usual droplet caused slight increase in merging time depicted as green
curve in figure.
Figure 3.13 (upper) merging time scale of irradiated droplets-maroon for first merging while
green for second merging, (lower) optical micro-graphs of the first and second merging and
resulting change in targeted droplet volume.
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3.4 Future Prospects
Though the merging time of droplets stabilised in BA119 showed a time scale of 1.5s
and the preliminary results for the newly developed CD698 surfactant also featured
a time scale upto 1s, still the need to probe the merging time to ms range is not
achieved yet. Such time control for merging could be achieved by different techno-
logical strategies. One could induce on chip dilution while droplets in flow (to remove
excessive surfactant molecule in droplet surrounding) by specific channel modifica-
tions like shown in Fig.3.14(a). A zig-zag channel path, Fig.3.14(c) also reported
by Mazutis et al.8 could be used for destabilising the droplet pair and later merging
with a UV source. The size of the UV laser spot should be also increased in or-
der to illuminate a larger area including both droplets to be merged and to shortcut
the diffusion-convection prorcess towards hot spots where surfactant moelcules are
photocleaved.
Figure 3.14 Anticipated strategies to reduce the merging time : (a) by inducing on channel
dilution of the excessive surfactant in flow,(b) by a zig-zag geometry.
3.5 Conclusions
Active merging of microdroplets is one of the most important manipulations enabled
by droplet-microfluidics, as it enables for on demand droplet targeting and sequenc-
ing of complex chemical and biological reactions. Nevertheless, used standard
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voltage-based methods are generally limited to spatially isolated pairs of droplets,
as the long-range effect of the applied electric field has not the potential to differenti-
ate between flowing or confined droplets. We developed recently two new optofluidic
approaches, which overcome such limitations and allow for a rapid controlled coa-
lescence of targeted microdroplets thanks to the application of a ps UV pulsed laser.
Our first approach is based on the photolysis of aminoquinoline-derived photosen-
sitive surfactant, while the second is based on the photo-isomerization process of
another azobenzene-derived surfactant. Their success was far from trivial. In fact,
the dynamics of the change of surface tension at the microscale driven by photolysis
or photo-isomerisation processes, and the diffusion of the new surfactant molecules
to the interface, as well as the adsorption on the droplet surface is complex and not
well understood. The mechanisms lying behind the two merging processes are also
completely different. Our results show that the mechanism governing the light driven
merging of droplets using photo-isomerisation is based on a subtle opto-mechanical
process induced by the dynamical switching between the trans and cis photo-isomers
under UV laser illumination.
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Chapter 4
Highly Sensitive Droplet Content and
Interface detection system
Optofluidics is fast-growing research field dedicated to the study of the interaction
of light with discrete volumes of liquids in microfluidic systems. The combination of
droplet microfluidics and optofluidics, coined hereafter as droplet optofluidics, offers
many prospects spanning many academic and industrial fields in biology, chemistry,
physics, material, and interface sciences1–20. High throughput parallelization can
be realized in the droplets that can be complemented by sophisticated optical anal-
ysis, or, the optical screening of a single compound can be performed at different
concentrations.2,21 For instance, it enabled the identification of very rare gene se-
quences1,21–25, DNA coding for in vitro gene expression26, screening of cells or
bacteria27, membrane proteins inhibitors screening28, coupled optical lab-on-chip
platform with small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)29, and engineering microparti-
cles for photonics applications30–32, on-chip multiphasic tunable grating33, reconfig-
urable droplet grating34, fluidic Michelson interferometer35, droplet grating with poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) air-lens waveguide setup36, engineering microparticles31,
3D and 4D optically fabricated complex geometries37,38, reconfigurable compound
micro-lenses30, and countless other possibilities. Previous examples may be con-
sidered to be the state-of-the-art, and the domain is flourishing day-by-day to new
trends.
4.1 Droplet Optofluidic System
4.1.1 Transmission mode
Here we present a system, which is capable of generating droplets at kHz rates, while
keeping the droplet shape specific and detection at photo-multiplier tubes based
setup. The design of system relies on the selection of a specific dichoric mirror,
which in this case is Semrock 552nm (which transmits signal above the cutoff wave-
length). Laser sources are directed and reflected from the exterior side of inverted
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microscope, which upon targeting the sample, recollected by the microscope objec-
tive and filtered by the dichoric mirror down to transmission path, where signal is
again delimited to various bands, depending upon the dye used. A typical signal ac-
quired from such system, when Floursecene drops are made in flow focusing device
and excited by 488nm CW laser,is depicted in Fig.4.1.
Figure 4.1 (top) A typical dual channel microfluidic droplet monitoring setup, consisting of
two laser sources with each laser band limited by a bandpass filter. The two components of
the fluorescence signals emitted by the two different dyes are separated, filtered, and
collected on two different photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs). (bottom) Typical recorded
fluorescence intensity versus time emitted by flowing droplets containing rhodamine dye.39
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4.1.2 Generation
A standard dual fluorescence acquisition setup is depicted in Fig.4.1. It includes two
laser sources optimized for the absorption of the two fluorophores Laser incident
beams are combined by means of a first dichroic mirror (DM1) and then directed
towards microdroplets in the microfluidic channel by a second dichroic mirror (DM2).
The focused band limited light is targeted towards the droplets and recollected by the
microscope objective, which is then transmitted through another set of band-limited
filters to two photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs). The signal output from PMTs are then
collected at high acquisition rates (~100 kHz) using a DAQ acquisition card (National
Instruments) and analyzed using Labview and FPGA module scripts, which allow for
the identification of droplets by the modulation of fluorescence versus time.
Figure ?? shows a typical fluorescence intensity real-time recording from droplets
flowing in a 30 µm × 30 µm wide microchannel. Each pulse corresponds to the
passage of a single droplet, each of which contains two fluorescent dyes (fluorescein
and rhodamine in this experiment) which are excited by two CW lasers at 488 nm
and 532 nm. The duration of each pulse corresponds to the residence time (τ) of a
single droplet under the illuminated area (lasers footprint) of the microfluidic channel.
Measuring the τ value may allow in principle for the determination of the size of the
corresponding droplet, provided that the droplet velocity is known. However, if in a
single phase flow the mean velocity value, u, can be easily determined from the flow
features—namely the flow rate q and the cross-sectional area S of the microfluidic
channel (u=
q
S
). This task proves to be cumbersome in the case of a flow laden with
deformable microdroplets and more particularly in the presence of large droplets. In
this case, the flow is strongly modified due to the formation of a thin lubrication oil
film between the droplet interface and the microchannel walls. The presence of such
a film has a direct effect on the velocity of the droplets and makes the flow pattern
complex and difficult to analyze40–53. It has been shown, for instance, that depending
on the geometry of the channel, the lubrication film may move either backwards in
the case of a cylindrical channel (in regards to a reference frame attached to the
droplet) or forward in the case of rectangular or square channels. In the last case,
one should take account of the presence in the flow of the continuous oil phase along
the gutters of the rectangular or square channels54–57.
The determination of the size of droplets becomes straightforward if one accounts
for the droplets’ generation frequency f and the flow rate of the dispersed phase Qd,
as we demonstrate hereafter in the case of small spherical droplets.
Let Ddr and Vdr =
pi
6
D3dr be their diameter and individual volume, respectively.
Since the volume Vdr is injected in the microchannel during a period of time T =
1
f
separating the generation of two successive droplets, one deduces easily Ddr
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according to Ddr = (
6
pi
Qdr
f
)
1
3 . We deduce for instance in the case where f = 862 Hz
and Qd = 25 µL/h (results shown in Figure ??), a droplet size Ddr = 24.8 µm, which
compares very well with the mean droplet size measured directly using droplet image
analysis from droplets collected in a dedicated microfluidic observation chamber—
that is , 26 µm (results not shown).
Real-time fluorescence measurements can also give a valuable insight into the
effect of surface tension value on the droplet size, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. This
figure shows fluorescence intensity recordings versus time from two types of droplets
produced with two different values of interfacial tension (all other parameters were
kept constant; e.g., flow rate of the dispersed phase was Qd = 30 µL/h). One finds
that the droplet size decreased from 31.3 µm to 26.7 µm as the surface tension
decreased from γ1 = 18 mN/m (Figure 4.2a) and γ2 = 13 mN/m (Figure 4.2b), re-
spectively, in agreement with a model suggested earlier by Nguyen et al.58, where
the droplet size was shown to vary as the square root of the interfacial tension:
Ddr ∝
√γ. The observed change in droplet size can be understood in terms of low-
ering of the energy cost to build the interface between the two non-miscible phases
when the interfacial energy decreases.
Figure 4.2 Fluorescence signal extracts from setup Fig.4.1 (a) without surfactant; (b) with
surfactant.
4.1.3 Detection
Real-time fluorescence acquisition not only provides useful information about droplet
size and size distribution, it may also give a deeper insight into molecular organiza-
tion and interactions within the droplet and its interface. For illustration, new re-
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sults obtained by the authors are presented in Figure 4.3. They show fluorescence
recordings obtained from large droplets containing a rhodamine B fluorescent dye
solution (1 mM) and flowing in a roughly square channel with a cross-sectional area
of approximately 110 × 120 µm2. Three different experimental conditions were in-
vestigated, differing only in the presence and the type of the used surfactant: Figure
4.3a corresponds to a case where no surfactant is added; Figure 4.3b corresponds
to a case where a non-ionic surfactant (KryJeffa) is added; Figure 4.3c,d both cor-
respond to a case where a negatively-charged surfactant (Krytox) was added but for
two different droplet sizes—127 µm and 225 µm, respectively.
The bell shape exhibited by the fluorescence intensity of droplets in Figure 4.3a
indicates that droplets more likely adopt a roughly spherical shape: fluorescence in-
tensity starts to increase slightly as the curved interface of the droplet moves more
and more across the (still) laser spot before reaching a maximum value when the
overlap between the laser footprint and the droplet is at its maximum. One may also
note a slight asymmetry of the fluorescence peaks (maximum intensity is shifted to-
wards the left side of the peak). This shift should be correlated to the well-known
difference between the profiles of the front and the back of droplets when moving in
a flow, as depicted in Figure 4.3e. It is worth noting that Baret et al.59 reported direct
evidence of the accumulation of surfactant molecules at the back of droplets almost a
decade ago, in the flow of a perfluorinated carrier oil (FC40) and using a home-made
fluorescent surfactant, namely Krytox-PEO-fluorescein, where a fluorescein isothio-
cyanate molecule linked to an amine-terminated polyethylene oxide hydrophilic head
group was added to Krytox. Interestingly, this surfactant is fluorescent only when
the head group is in an aqueous solution, which enabled these authors to monitor
the buildup of the surfactant monolayer at the water/oil interface by the readout of
droplet interface fluorescence. In contrast, in our study, the accumulation of the sur-
factant (which is not fluorescent) was indirectly demonstrated by the accumulation of
charged rhodamine molecules at the back of the droplets.
In the presence of a surfactant, the recirculation flow induced by the motion of
the droplet in the viscous carrier oil generates a heterogeneous distribution of the
surfactant at the droplet interface: the surfactant interfacial density becomes higher
at the rear region of the droplets than at its front. This effect leads to a rigidification
of the droplet interface due to the so-called Marangoni effect60. This effect can be
clearly seen by comparing fluorescence peaks of Figure 4.3b–d. In this case, the flu-
orescence intensity increases rapidly as soon as the laser spot starts to overlap with
the droplet front (right region of the fluorescence peaks) and remains almost con-
stant during the flight time τ of the droplet. Hence, in the presence of a surfactant,
the droplet deforms less in the flow and is more likely to adopt a plug-like form, as
sketched in Figure 4.3f,g.
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In the presence of the negatively-charged Krytox surfactant (Figure 4.3c,d), one
observes a burst of fluorescence at the rear region of the droplet, which corresponds
to the left side of the fluorescence peak. By comparing the profiles of the fluores-
cence peaks obtained with non-ionic surfactant (kryJeffa) and ionic surfactant, the
observed burst of fluorescence should be correlated to an increase of the density
of the positively-charged fluorescent rhodamine molecules at the rear part of the
droplet, which is itself induced by the asymmetric distribution of the surfactant at the
droplet interface (see Figure 4.3f,g).
These results show that the interaction between the droplet content and the sur-
factant can be detected in a highly sensitive and quantitative manner.
Figure 4.3 Fluorescence signal from microdroplets (a) in HFE7500–without surfactant; (b)
with surfactant KryJeffa; (c) droplets stabilized in Krytox (size around 125 µm); (d) big
droplets with surfactant Krytox (size above 250 µm); (e) plug-like deformation of a large
droplet induced by flow of viscous oil; (f) heterogeneous distribution of surfactant at the
droplet interface; (g) in the case of Krytox the distribution of surfactant and its
corresponding interaction to charged rhodamine molecules at the rear of the microdroplet.39
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4.1.4 Probing the droplet interface with a fluorescent surfactant
We used a fluorescent surfactant in order to have a better insight on the molecu-
lar organization of the adsorbed surfactant layer at the droplet interface. The used
fluorescent surfactant, namely BA119, which was initially designed and synthesized
specifically for light-driven merging of droplets experiments. It exhibits a weak but
still measurable fluorescence in the range 570 nm-740 nm with our optical setup and
a 532 nm excitation, as shown in Fig. 4.4.
In this experiment, the fluorescence signal originates from the continuous phase
and not from droplets as usually performed in other experiments. Indeed, the sur-
factant is solubilized in the continuous carrier phase (2 % w/w in HFE 7500) and
the used droplets are made of pure water. Droplets were found to have a mean
size of about 72.5 µm, a mean velocity of about 11 mm/s and the microchannel size
was equal to 100 µm × 110 µm. These values lead to a Sdroplet
Schannel
ratio of about 37
%, where Sdroplet and Schannel represent cross section of the droplet and of the mi-
crochannel, respectively. This value indicates that the droplets should flow in the
middle of the microchannel where they occupy a relatively small part of the cross
section of the practically square microfluidic channel.
The reason behind using pure water droplets instead rhodamine droplets (for in-
stance) was to avoid any optical interference between the fluorescent surfactant and
rhodamine, e. g. , fluorescence transfer between the two chromophores, which
would have made the interpretation of the fluorescence graphs complicated. Basi-
cally, in such conditions, we were expecting that the passage of each water droplet
should correspond to a decrease (a well) in the fluorescence signal of the continuous
phase and an increase (peak) of signal at the droplet interface due to the adsorption
of the fluorescent surfactant molecules in this region. However, as one observes
in Fig.4.4, the passage of water droplets is detected only by the increase of the
fluorescence signal at the front and the back interfaces of the droplets. The first flu-
orescence peak, with a higher intensity, should correspond to the back region of the
interface, where the density of the surfactant is higher (due to re-circulation process
as discussed above). The second peak should correspond to the front region of the
droplet interface where the density of surfactant molecules is expected to be smaller
than in the back region. The absence of any decrease of fluorescence during the
crossing of droplets through the laser spot may be attributed to light focusing prop-
erties of droplets, which may act then as focusing lenses for the fluorescence signal
emitted by the surrounding carrier oil phase.
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Figure 4.4 Droplet interface may probed optically using a fluorescent surfactant (BA119).
The carrier oil is fluorescent whereas flowing droplets are not. Peaks correspond to the
fluorescence of the front and the back of the droplets.
4.1.5 Characterisation
Droplets may be produced at kHz rates. Nevertheless, a high acquisition of droplet
generation frequency includes droplet monitoring and counting operations based on
the detection of optical or electrical signals. Reliable counting and sorting play an
important role; similarly, the size distribution of the generated population is important
for many applications. Several studies have reported the generation of higher-order
droplet frequencies, but the state-of-the-art is limited by the acquisition required to
monitor in real-time the generation and rate at which the pace is kept. Throughput
achieved up to hundreds of thousands of droplets per second could provide in-depth
information about analyst but would require hours of active investigation.
Another interesting study, reported recently by Shivhare et al.16 claims the devel-
opment of a new cost-effective optofluidic dye-free method allowing for a real-time
measure of the mean droplet size of a population of droplets and for the measure
of droplet size distribution, which is based on the detection of the forward scattered
signal (FSC) of an incident non-focused IR laser beam by flowing droplets in the
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microchannel and the measure of the residence time of these droplets across the
incident laser beam. The used microfluidic device consisted of a main drive channel
neighboring two control channels, named as groves (see Figure 4.5). One grove is
dedicated to the input laser signal by means of an optical fiber guide, and the other
grove is dedicated to the detection part. When a droplet traverses the detection
region, it obstructs the passage of the laser beam, which results in a pulse in the
detected signal, as observed in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5 A flow-focusing device with parallel detection channels; the top grove is for the
laser beam input and the bottom grove is for the detection. For large droplets, the front and
back sides of the droplet result in two peaks, due the presence of the interface and a
heterogeneous distribution of the used droplet stabilizing surfactant (adapted from Ref.16).
Shivhare et al. reported a mean droplet size of 15 µm with approximately 10%
discrepancy regarding results obtained from optical image analysis. They postulated
that the normalized residence time of the generated droplets along the channel is
a better measure of the effective droplet size than forward scattered signal, which
is correlated nonlinearly to the droplet size16. It is interesting to note that for large
droplets, similar to our results shown in Figure 4.3c,d, Shivhare et al. also report
a higher scattered signal from the back of the droplet. This result should also be
interpreted as the consequence of a greater rigidification of the back of the droplets
induced by the addition of the droplet stabilizing surfactant (Span 85) and the recir-
culation flow, as a rigid interface should scatter more light than a softer interface.
4.2 System Sensitivity
4.2.1 Dye Concentration
Numerous studies, involving generation frequency and intensity versus wavelength
or time have been reported. But the studies limit only to the occurrence of droplet
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and its peak intensity. There is necessity to investigate the local orientation of the
dye and its interaction based on concentration, pH, temperature and interaction with
surfactant. To probe such mechanisms, either droplet velocity needs to be low (to see
effect in spectral response) or increased sensitivity in terms of droplet occurrence
and complete droplet periphery analysis, which require essentially big drops (plugs).
To increase the operational limit of the system and its reliability, different dyes were
studied. The fluorophores used for the high throughput detection by system are
enlisted in Fig..
First we consider, Rhodamine B and effect of concentration on the signal shape
and localization of dye when in contact with a charged surfactant. Consider the
following results Fig.4.6 and Fig.4.7 which represents occurrence of droplets flowing
through a 100× 110µm rectangular channel when hit by CW 532nm laser. The flow
rate for of oil phase was kept constant while change in water phase flow rate from
100µl/h to 200µl/h and 300µl/h is depicted in Fig.4.6. Flow rate changed the droplet
frequency as well as the signal integrity. So, a common ground to relate different
dyes, specific flow rates needed for interpretation of dye localization while in flow
(inside microdroplet).
Figure 4.6 Oil phase, krytox with fixed volumetric flow rate while changing the concentration
and flow rates of the aqueous rhdamine-B solution with same temperature and no effect of
pH change in the solution.
Once, a specific set of droplet frequency and flow rates were adjusted, next came
the effect of concentration on the signal strength. The decrease in signal strength
is obvious from the fact that low concentrations reduce the fluorescence of the dye,
but what’s interesting is the change in shape of the observed signal. For instance,
the Fig.4.7 (a), shows 0.5mM concentration and Fig.4.7 (e) shows 5µM. There is a
change in the shape of detected signal, which is either due to change in concentra-
tion effect on pH or its because of the surface activity of the charged surfactant at
forward and receding edge of the droplet (surfactant present at droplet interface and
bulk surfactant between two successive plugs).
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Figure 4.7 Effect of change in dye concnetration (Rhodamine-B)while keeping the
flow-rates constant, (a)0.5mM (b) 50µM, (c)20µM, (d)10µM, (e)5µM .
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Chapter 5
Droplet based artificial Bio-mimetic
Membranes Design and prospects
The advantages offered by droplet based microfluidic interactions are numerous, for
example, RNA and DNA sequencing1,2, synthesis of nanoparticles and quantum
dots3,4, hydrogel-encapsulated droplet bilayers4, synthesis of soft micro-capsules5
and hydrogel particles6, 3D droplet bilayers7, digital PCR8–11, transport analysis12?
and recently organ in droplet13. The field has flourished from its development, but
also directed an increase in the application and diversification of the experiments,
which could be performed on and off chip.
5.1 Suspended Bilayers
Out of various techniques and methodologies, soft (artificial) bio-mimetic membranes
are of much importance to understand the transport mechanism. There are various
methods to develop artificial membranes, of which most common are of three ma-
jor types, suspended bilayer, droplet interface bilayers and W/O/W emulsion. The
structure, shape and orientation of artificial soft membranes fabricated by droplet
microdfluidics are depicted in Fig.5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Different methods for artificial soft bio-mimetic membrane fabrication: (a) A
suspended open chamber microfluidic system for planer suspended bilayer, (b) W/O/W
double emulsion by microfluidic approaches and (c) droplet interface bilayer.
The foremost type is good tool to understand and perform in different conditions,
not only the transport mechanism but to stain the suspended bilayer and study the
electrical and optical properties of the membrane. Fig5.2 shows a typical experi-
ment of a two chamber multiphase flow, open microfluidic device used for making
a suspended lipid bilayer.Experiment were performed by the protocol adapted from
Basam at.el.14. When modified (using a home built surfactant), the success of such
protocol varies rapidly mainly because of the dependence of factors like - tempera-
ture, atmospheric pressure, device cleanliness, liquid reagents and vibration on the
experiment stage. The suspended bilayer found to be highly fragile and very hard to
maintain unless special precautions are met for instance, performing experiment in a
chamber with moderate vacuum. The reusability of such open chamber microfluidic
systems is not user friendly, which requires harsh cleaning,drying and baking pro-
cedure. In terms of droplet microfluidics, the target of a million droplet detection per
second15,16 has already been achieved, in that context, a system for reusability of
the experiment discussed earlier, require, on demand bilayer formation and release
methodology. The advantages of new droplet based system over open microfluidic
system would be the superiority of the technology to offer discrete micro-environment
for quickly making a droplet-interface-bilayer (in few seconds and without tricky pro-
cedures).
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Figure 5.2 Microfluidic device for planar suspended bilayer, (a)an open chamber
microlfuidics device with two compartments and pipette used for dispensing the solutions.
(b) the resulting bilayer formation in 30s
5.2 Droplet Interface Bilayer
Dangla et al. reported that by etching a micro-hole or a micro-grove on top of a mi-
crofluidic channel binds the droplet to that hole/groove17 - mainly due to change in
the surface energy of the droplet when squeezed in the channel(channel dimensions
may not necessarily be square). The droplet is attached to the hole maintaining a
balance between its surface energy and interfacial tension. This attachment of the
droplet to a hole is termed anchoring. To develop such effect so that two or more
droplets are anchored in a system, we proposed systems of multilayer microflu-
idic platforms which results in successful bottom-up and planner droplet-interface-
bilayers of two species of droplets and without any sophisticated surface treatments
or atmospheric contamination of the sample. The microfabrication was carried out
by standard photolithography where a photoresist (Su8-2075) was spin coated at
desired thickness and processed by baking, exposing to suitable UV source and pat-
terning by wet chemical etching. A final device thickness of 100 µm was achieved
for top-bottom approcah while for parallel trapping design, dual step lithography was
used, where first 100 µ m was spin coated and processed followed by 10 µm step for
hydrodynamic trapping of the droplets in chambers. Microfluidic devices for droplet
generation, storing and analysing, various design methodologies could be employed,
namely T-junction, coflow, pin-jet flow focusing, flow focusing etc. The complete de-
vice design included channel dimensions, wettability condition and bonding of differ-
ent layers. For the work involved in this study, flow focusing geometry was used. The
two modalities proposed were top-bottom and parallel trapping - where the formation
of droplet interface bilayer was achieved by the terminology ’anchoring’. When two or
more droplets (in case of two droplets, each droplet with different concentration and
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different analyte) were subjected to contact , a strong and stable interface is formed
between droplets. That interface is termed as DIB (droplet interface bilayer). The
advantages of using DIB as membrane transport studies is the stability and reusabil-
ity of the membrane as compared to suspended lipid bilayers which are fragile and
complicated to handle. The approach developed in this study gave a handy solution
of DIB between two population of droplets acting as one donor and one acceptor
condition. The channel dimensions were considered to be sqaure to handle the de-
vice in a good manner while the use of folrinated oil required a channel wetabiltity
treatment for proper usage. And finally oxygen plasma as a bonding tool among
different layers of the microfluidic device was perfomerd.
5.2.1 Bottom-Up approach
To address the above mentioned challenge and to increase the yield and the re-
peatability of the soft membranes, we employed a method of droplet interaction.
The system of multiple droplet interaction is called DIB (Droplet interface bilayer), a
termed coined for contour contact of one drop to another in a reservoir as candidate
to produce, maintain, study and release artificial bio-mimetic membranes (droplet
mono-layers are region of interaction forming a droplet-interface-bilayer). Various
options could be employed, out of which a serial/planner droplet interface network
is of most common (see Fig.5.1(c)), where sequential droplet membrane network is
a proper method for concentration gradient studies. But such kind of approach lim-
its the studies of mass transport while considering two species of droplet contents
without cross contamination. We on the other hand, address the mass transport
phenomena in biomimetic droplet bilayers and to account for such requirement, a
prospect is to interact two distinct type of droplets, segregated by a mechanical sur-
face with selectable openings. This approach gives control, not just on reusability but
effective membrane(droplet interaction region as membrane)size and shape. More-
over, the range of operation in such systems includes, two distinct types of droplets
dispersed in same or different types of continuous phase. The following Fig.5.3 de-
picts the general overview of the desired device operation.
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Figure 5.3 Microfluidic device design steps, (a).flow focusing microfluidic system with
chamber areas of choice, (b). chamber/channel dimensions, (c). proposed action of
top-bottom anchoring, (d). droplet interface bilayer by two interacting droplets.
5.2.1.1 Design and microfabrication of multilayer system
To tackle first challenge of programable DIB size, we developed a system of two
drops following in two channels (as outlined Fig.5.3) and interact through a pore.
The device constructed had three layers, two layers of PDMS (top and bottom) and
a middle layer with pore. First, we have a look at the system in general. Three sub-
strates were fabricated by soft lithography. For simplicity, channel dimensions were
kept rectangular and height of 100µm was achieved by spin coating (protocol opti-
mized by need). PDMS replication was performed. First layer was plasma bonded
with channel facing upwards, middle layer was aligned and bonded followed by top
layer with channel facing the middle layer. Both active channel regions were facing
the middle layer. For better device operation and droplet interaction, middle layer
needed to be as thin as possible while strong enough to hold the pressure exerted
by flow profiles of two drop makers. This middle layer could be of either PDMS or
Parylene. Each of the materials used for middle layer had different protocols for
constructing. Best choice for the middle layer was to use PDMS with thickness of
5µm to 20µm. But at this scale PDMS layers need to be spin coated to reach the
desired homogenous thickness. After spin coating, PMDS is baked and processed
by generic PDMS bonding process. Only issue is, with thin layer of PDMS, the lift-off
is very tricky.
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Figure 5.4 Su8 mold, (a)before PDMS spin coating, (b) after PDMS lift-off, the deformation
in the shape of pillars and (c) during lift-off of PDMS, some Su8 pillars are eradicated.
Fig.5.4(a) shows, post PDMS replication stage of SU8 pillars. The structures are
intact and the pillars are 30µm×100µm in diameter to height ratio. After first PDMS
replica Fig.5.4(b) and (c), either structure deform or pillars are eradicated. This leads
to repetitive fabrication of the mold and not desirable at the fast replication scale of
PDMS based droplet microfluidic systems. To solve this problem, another approach
was utilised. We used a thin, pre-processed, etched parylene membrane fabricated
by the protocol described by Le Pioufle18. The constructed first model and final
device is depicted in Fig.5.5. Alignment was performed by MJB4 mask aligner. In
the figure, we can see that, apart from the middle layer etched membrane holes,
there are other small circular shapes, these are alignment assisting pillars fabricated
on channels. In this way, we can align easily the two processed PDMS layers and
middle layer.
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Figure 5.5 New approach of multilayered microfluidic droplet interface bilayer (DIB) device,
(a) Proposed device model and (b) Fabricated model.
The prototype testing arose a new challenge of middle layer delamination and
optimization of the device construction lead to design the system to a whole new
level. We sandwiched the rectangular cut shape perylene by the help of circular me-
chanical pillars inside and interlocking pillars outside the chamber regions. This gave
the advantage of homogenous thickness and smooth lamination of the middle layer.
After bonding the three layers, complete device was functionalised for computability
of the fluorinated oils. The construction of the device is outlined in the Fig.5.6. The
middle layer pores were made without chemical etching yet a high power Nd:Yag
laser operating at 355nm was focused tightly at the perylene layer.
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Figure 5.6 Microfluidic device design steps, (a).flow focusing microfluidic system with
chamber areas of choice, (b). chamber/channel dimensions, (c). proposed action of
top-bottom anchoring, (d). droplet interface bilayer by two interacting droplets.
5.2.1.2 Laser assisted membrane pores
Laser assisted perylene puncturing is the unique membrane pore crafting strategy,
we proposed in the system where the need of 3 to 9 hours of cleanroom occupancy
for etching of structured pores was efficiently replaced by a mere 5s laser engrav-
ing/punctutring. With such system, we could select the size and shape of the pore
by changing the laser spot size or beam-expander before the microscope stage. Fur-
ther more to effectively puncture the membrane hole, some precautions needed to
be taken, else the shape of the pore will be elliptical or oval. In order to employ the
puncturing mechanism, we found that, the certain limitations of the process needs to
be taken care of, which enlist
• laser stabilisation for minimum one hour
• engraving/puncturing to be performed without attached substrate (essentially,
first the device is fabricated with all three layers and then laser puncturing is
performed)
• as its a pulse laser, so energy per pulse could differ, so does the resulting pore
size, thus shutter speed to be programmed to be highly selective
• use of a XYZ-transitional stage
• taking precautions while puncturing (use of cooling agent) else it could end up
ridges and hanging material debris, enough to clog the channels.
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Figure 5.7 Setup discussed earlier, the laser sources used in the study are highlighted.
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The selection arm of the set-up for this study is depicted in the Fig.5.8. The pore
formation was carried out by first filling the two chambers, which are segregated
by the porous membrane. In one chamber, we filled the water while in other, we
used the coolant. By using commercially available industrial coolant,HFE7500 the
excessive heat dissipation by the laser spot was minimized and resulted in almost
circular shaped membrane pores. The chamber close to microscope objective needs
to have coolant, while the other chamber could be filled with any liquid. As the other
chamber needs to have a slight flow of the fluid to avoid the debris aggregation. The
resulting shape of membrane pores, without a cooling agent is shown in Fig.5.8(a),
(b) while with cooling agent (HFE7500) is shown in Fig.5.8. By employing such
techniques, very fine 1µm to 20µm pore size was achievable. To make bigger pore
sizes or other shape of traps, translation stage - XY movement could be programmed
(beyond the scope of this work. The laser energy and resulting membrane pore sizes
are shown in Fig.5.9.
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Figure 5.8 The middle layer and its processing comparison, (a) a Perylene middle layer with
a comparison of chemically etch pore of 30µm and laser assisted puncturing, (b) resulting
device operation for successful droplet-interface-bilayer formation, (c) optimization of the
membrane puncturing mechanism by using liquid coolant, (d) further operational
optimization to achieve almost circular puncturing.
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Figure 5.9 Laser energy and its effect on shape of the perylene pore: (Top) laser energy
optimization before and after the microscope objectives (for this study, two microscope
objectives were used, a 4x and 10x), (bottom) laser energy and corresponding pore size.
5.2.1.3 Delamination testing
The new system prototype was tested for delamination among layers. This was done
by following fluids in cross-flow between two chambers. Fluids were flushed by the
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syringe-pumps provided by neMESYS. For top chamber, water was pumped at very
high flow rate, 1500µl/h from input side while same flow rate of water was injected
from output region of the bottom chamber at once. Due to change in the channel
lengths from input to output region, top-chamber was filled first, which exerted some
pressure on the suspended membrane while from bottom chamber fluid added pres-
sure to compensate the membrane stretching inside the chamber. When both the
chambers were filled, the elasticity of PDMS causes the system to swell at chamber
regions - which could easily push the system to delaminate. The device handled
pressure upto 2500µl/h and it caused the delamination. The idea behind this high
flow-rate testing was to observe the membrane elastic strength. Flow rates as high
as of 7500µl/h, did not cause membrane rupture (further investigation needed to test
the maximum pressure to rapture the membrane ), thus the system was marginally
reliable (flow rates lower than 1000µl/h) for mass transport experiments.
5.2.1.4 Experiment
For the testing of reliability of the idea proposed to anchor and then perform optical
inspection of mass transport, we used the setup Fig.5.7 for mode of CW 532nm
and 488nm lasers sources. In first, droplets of Rhodamine B (2mM in water) were
made in Krytox (5µl/25ml in HFE7500) in bottom chamber of device Fig.5.6(b) while
top chamber of the device was filled with water droplets made in Krytox (5µl/25ml
in HFE7500). Thus the bottom droplet acted as donor while upper water droplets
acted as acceptor reactor. This way, we were able to study the transport of the
dye solution from one drop to another with a droplet interface bilayer with variable
sizes (sizes are controlled by the membrane pore size). Experiments were repeated
for Fluorescence (2mM in water) solution to study the effect of dye diffusion from
one drop to another. The microfluidic system showed the dye diffusion efficiently
but a question of intra-species transport and diffusion put up a new experimental
challenge. As both chamber housed one type of population of droplets, cross talk
among one type of droplets is evident provided that the surfactant concentration is
not high. Cross-talk among one type of droplets could reduce the system reliability
to act as measure of single droplet interface bilayer sensor. A typical result of decay
in Rhodamine droplet while a strong crosstalk among neighbouring 4 droplets is
depicted in Fig.5.10.
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Figure 5.10 The fluorescence decay in Rhodamine-B drop when irradiated by 532nm laser
source and effect of cross talk among same type of droplet population.
When droplet size is compatible to chamber dimensions, effect of crosstalk is
less as compared to smaller droplets as in such case, the change in pressure of
poly dispersed droplets could effect increase in size of big droplets and system is
somewhat unstable for desired operation of a single droplet interface bilayer sen-
sor. Another case study included, use of two dye loaded drops, subjected to bilayer
membrane transport. The experiment data is presented in Fig.5.11. The bottom
chamber was filled with Fluorescence droplets while top chamber was filled with
Rhodamine-B droplets. As both of these dyes, could be excited by 488nm laser, thus
an experiment of effect of crosstalk among two species of dye loaded droplets was
conducted. Laser was focused at a fixed spot on droplet-interface and fluorescence
data was recorded for 30 minutes with one minute interval. The time laps show a
steady increase in rhodamine signal while fluorescein shows slight decline. The pur-
pose of the case study was to study the diffusion of high concentration of one type
of dye, from one droplet to another droplet loaded with another type of dye and to
probe at the bilayer region, the transport, yet the signal shape shows, possibility of
aggregation of dye molecule at the interface is much strong that none of the dyes
diffuse into neighbouring droplet. But the effect of same species cross-talk is still
possible.
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Figure 5.11 The fluorescence time laps in Rhodamine-B and Fluorescein drops when
irradiated by 488nm CW laser source and effect of cross talk among two different type of dye
loaded droplets, (a) proposed idea of Rhodamine-B drops on top while Fluorescein drops in
bottom chamber, (b) time vs intensity in both drops - when measured at the interface, (c) a
multiplier network of hundreds of droplets in two chambers with effective drop size of 80µm,
(d) the blue shifted signal decrease in Fluorescein drop and (e) the fluorescence signal rise
in Rhodamine-B drop in time.
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5.2.1.5 3D Model Simulation
In order to model the device feasibility, we performed a COMSOL simulation by built
in Transport of diluted species module. Solver was set on time dependent mode with
scale of 0 to 5 minutes, to visualize the decay in concentration from a dye loaded drop
of 2mM concentration to a simple neighbouring water drop. All the parameters were
kept same as of the real device, just the modeling was performed for two drops. The
solver view is presented in the Fig.5.12 while time lapse response of the transport of
diluted species is depicted graphically in Fig.5.13.
Figure 5.12 3D COMSOL simulation model of top-bottom droplet-interface-bilayer.
By looking at the concentration plots, we can see that from 0s to 90s time, more
than one third portion of transport occurred and to fully visualised for a time scale of
300s, Fig.5.14 represents the complete transport analysis with time scale. It is some-
what clear that not only the interface of the two droplets is restricting an abrupt dye
diffusion, but the mechanical wall (in real device - a 10µm thick perylene membrane)
is inducing pressure on the interface which is probably assisting the interface region
to localise the dye in that particular area.
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Figure 5.13 Concentration plots of 3D model for different time scales and effect of diffusion
from start to 90s.
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Figure 5.14 COMSOL simulation model of top-bottom droplet-interface-bilayer. (Top)
illustration of membrane sharing between two distinct droplets and a concentration versus
line covering the both droplet diameter, each curve represents a time instant of
measurement, and scale ranges from 0s for first curve on the top right to 300s for the
smallest one. (Bottom) For different regions in the droplet, at any instant the concentration
versus time plots.
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5.2.2 Parallel Trapping Approach
The top-bottom approach successfully lead to the formation of droplet interface bi-
layer network. But to quantify the single droplet interface bilayer system, the device
limited the application from perspective of design constraints. Also to limit the cross-
talk among one species of droplet, we developed a new approach. In new approach,
droplets were pushed to parking slots from two parallel lines and were subjected to
interact by the help of large square traps. A simlple illustration of the device, from
its construction point of view is outlined.The device had two stage microlithography,
where first layer for channel and chamber dimensions while second layer for droplet
guide rails and rectangular traps.
5.2.2.1 Design and microfabrication of Parallel-Trapping system
Microdroplet trapping in this model require a balance among the flow rates as the
surface tension of the two population of droplet may not be matching. First a device
layout was designed in CAD, photolithography mask were printed on lithography film
and device true image was fabricated by standard photolithography. The fabrication
included, two layers and an optional third layer for waveguide / electrodes pattern-
ing. Su8-2075 was used to construct the channel with height of 100µm, device was
etched and inspected for first layer fabrication. Later the mold was rinsed properly
and dried with compressed gas and finally left for 30 minutes at room temperature
for extra drying. Then second layer of 10µm was layered on top of the first layer and
processed by the standard procedures. A final device with its stages is depicted in
following figure.
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Figure 5.15 (Top): Parallel trapping design illustration with trapping/parking region
dimensions. (Bottom):The Fabricated model, (a) complete device overview and (b)
micrograph of trapping/parking region.
5.2.2.2 Experiment
The new constructed design provides flexibility of parallel network of droplet inter-
face bilayer with each set isolated from the other by the help of the mechanical walls
between each of the droplet interface network. As we were interested to model, ex-
perimentally, the mass transport among two species of the droplets, new design gave
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control on easily producing two kinds of droplets. To model the transport, droplet size
needs to be same for both, the donor and accepter droplet. This approach gave the
bilayer formation of a specific size subject to droplet size (roughly for 100 µm droplet
a DIB of the size of 25 µm). Thus a compromise between flow rates of two parallel
lines and parking area of droplets was required.
Figure 5.16 Device operation, (a)complete device flushed with dye and a waveguide
insertion region is show on the side of the chamber,(b)zoom extent of the trapping area, (c)
and (d) trapping of two species of droplets, (e) and (f)zoom extent of approximately 25µm
droplet-interface-bilayer
After various trails a set of flow rates was achieved to have stable monodisperse
droplets at both ends of the geometrical traps. While addressing the size issue of the
two neighbouring droplets, we come across an interesting application of the system,
where by increasing flow rates of dispersed phase while keeping both continuous
phases same, we can perform, switching/jumping of one kind of droplet from one
trap to adjacent trap ideally designed for second type of species. By carefully adjust-
ing the flow rates, we succeed to make 3 or 4 parallel trapped/parked two species
of droplets. The first model included 5 parallel trapping regions. Higher numbers
of trapping regions could be designed, provided that the analysis is performed by
laser line instead of focused laser spot (the prospects of this approach are beyond
the scope of this thesis work). Other studies, which could be included in the system,
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Table 5.1 Flow-rates (µ l/h) to effectively trap almost same size of droplets at both regions
Oil Phase Dye Phase Water Phase Parallel trapped pairs#3
200 50 50 3 planar DIB regions
300 65 65 unstable
300 75 75 2
400 70 70 unstable
400 80 70 1
400 100 80 3
425 90 100 5
500 80 80 1
500 80 85 1
500 90 95 1
500 100 100 2
500 100 120 switching among drops (4)
500 110 115 2
500 110 120 3
600 120 115 3
700 170 170 4
750 120 120 unstable
750 150 120 2
900 200 200 unstable
950 180 200 3
950 180 190 4
add, waveguide structures (a model design discussed in Chapter 2 of microfabri-
cation) and electrodes. Electrodes could be patterned or formal channel flushed
’Tin’ electrodes could be designed. A model with its particular application and de-
sign structure will be added at the end of this section. For the experiment of dye
loaded dropls, we produced nearly 100µm sized droplets of Rhodamine-B in one
arm of parking slots and milipore water drops at the other region. The protocol of
the experiment were kept same as of Top-bottom design. The parking of droplets
is sometimes tricky as slight mismatch of the surface tension values. The follow-
ing table gives a good tool to understand at which flow-rates three or more pairs of
droplets could be anchored. Further more, in this model, experiment could be per-
formed in static or slow flow of continuous stream. The results presented in Fig.5.20
relates to use of Krytox stabalised droplets and corresponding decay in Rhodamine.
Same experiment can be repeated by flowing first a high continuous phase from both
drop-makers, around 2500µm to flush completely the device (as compared to delam-
ination of the top*bottom model at these flow-rates. The new pairs of parallel parked
droplets are stored for few seconds to build the strong droplet-interface-bilayer and
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rise of fluorescence in water drop is recorded.
Figure 5.17 Results of the fluorescence decay and increase in parallel trapped
microdroplets, (First row) show the decay in Rhodamine drop signal, due to diffusion to
neighbouring water droplets with its time constraint while (Second row) shows the water
time lapse and resulting increase of the fluorescence signal of the water droplet.
5.2.2.3 Simulation
As discussed earlier, we used the Transport of diluted species - COMSOL module
to simulate the dye diffusion in droplet interface bilayers. The new parallel trapping
model was simulated in two modes. First, two drops anchored and the system as
whole, in slight flow, to simulate to best of possible real experiment. The illustration
and the results are depicted in FIg.5.22.
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Figure 5.18 The 3D simulated model of parallel trapped 3D model is presented, (a) model
build in COMSOL, (b)during Flow the transport effect and (c) corresponding diffusion from a
drop of 2mM to 0mM concentration of second drop
We use another approach, by using thin surfactant layer of 10nm and inserting
properties of the solutions diffusion coefficients. This way we were successfully able
to model the experimental data with simulated one. The simulated model showed
the time decay and time rise of the dye drop and adjacent water drop effectively.
Moreover with help of moving the simulated model form 3D to 2D, we were able to
perform further effects, like change in size of droplet-interface-bilayer from merely
1µm to 3µm, 5µm, 10µm, 15µm, 20µm, 30µm, 40µm and 50µm. By introduction of thin
surfactant layer and by variably changing the membrane size, we found that indeed,
the size of the droplet-interface-bilayer, plays important role on exchange of mass
transfer but if two drops are pushed to point to make a shape of DIB in line of 50µm,
then consideration of height of membrane (in z-direction)must be taken account of.
In such a case, the DIB is essentially in a disk like shape, same as suspended bilayer
discussed in Fig.5.2.
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Figure 5.19 The 3D simulated model of parallel trapped 3D model is presented, (a) model
build in COMSOL, (b)during Flow the transport effect and (c) corresponding diffusion from a
drop of 2mM to 0mM concentration of second drop
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Figure 5.20 Simulated results of change in droplet-interface-bilayer length and its
corresponding effect on diffusion. First row, top left to third row right, all the concentration
plots show one time instant of 100s but sequentially changing the DIB length from 1µm to
3µm 5µm, 10µm, 15µm, 20µm, 30µm, 40µm and 50µm respectively.
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Figure 5.21 Simulated results concentration in time. Each curve represents a single
position in the droplet area while data points represent time instant for the measurement.
Top figure shows the concentration decay (black curve) from a donor droplet which in this
case s Rhodamine-B (2mM) and diffusion into water droplet (red curve). Same
measurement but at center of each drop.
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5.3 Prospects
Often droplet-interface bilayer studies involve electrical stimulus for performing ion
transport. Inspired by such approach and the models presented in the chapter, we
present here an extension of the system. Which could perform combination of exper-
iments on the droplet-interface-bilayer. The anticipated studies include, electropora-
tion, photoporation and combined electro-photoporation. To achieve, the approach,
a modification in the parallel trapping design was done. By introducing pillars and
using single droplet-interface-bilayer between two distinct types of droplets. Prelim-
inary results for the device operation and possible electrical response of the design
are presented here.
Figure 5.22 The 3D simulated model of parallel trapped 3D model is presented, (a) model
build in COMSOL, (b)during Flow the transport effect and (c) corresponding diffusion from a
drop of 2mM to 0mM concentration of second drop
5.4 Conclusion
Artificial Bio-mimetic membranes are perfect tool to examine and display response
of molecular transport across mediums of certain concentration. Various techniques
are employed for fabrication and characterization of artificial membranes. The sig-
nificance of these membranes came from the relevancy in terms of reconstruction of
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naturally occurring membranes (which often act as barriers). By controlling few pa-
rameters, naturally occurring membranes could be re-synthesized in laboratory as
well as at industrial scale. As the standards to fabricate these models are known,
one can model the functionality of the artificial membrane. Soft membranes could be
categorised as suspended bilayer, droplet interface bilayer and unilamellar vesicles
when dealing with microfluidics domain. Last two types concerns droplet microflu-
idics technology - which provides control on size, fractionizing, labeling, incubat-
ing, trapping and controlled release. In this chapter we provide insights of droplet
based artificial bio-mimetic membranes from technology design perspective. We
present construction and characterisation of droplet based soft bilayer which is of-
ten regarded as Droplet-Interface-Bilayer (DIB). Two new design methodologies are
proposed to fabricated DIBs. One method focuses on mass production of DIB net-
work where a droplet interact with same species of droplet in a plane while at few
selective regions, a particular droplet shares membrane with other type of droplet
species (which may or may not be sharing membrane with same species). By this,
response of a particular droplet association with other types could be modeled. We
see the prospects of this technique to further increase the bulk DIB networks pro-
gramming. The second method focuses on design of a microfluidic system for planar
DIB formation of an isolated pair of droplet. This was achieved by microfluidic chan-
nel geometrical shape design. The distinctive feature of this planar method is spatial
isolation of a particular DIB from others. Preliminary results of laser induced fluores-
cence measurement proved the significance of the system to study diffusion and its
relation to the size of the interface (DIB). By these two techniques, we showed that
the size of DIB between two (species) droplets plays vital role in mass transport and
when isolated from bulk droplet flock, single DIB pair act as a small sensor for mass
transport. Based on the planar trapping method, we propose a model for recursive
DIB fabrication for combined Photo-Electro-poration studies as a future prospect of
the system.
Another approach to fabricate artificial bio-mimetic membranes is by solvent ex-
traction of unilamellar vesicles. One robust, high throughput technique is via double
emulsion. In this technique a dual step drop making geometry is usually used with
first drop making region hydrophobic while second region as hydrophilic. Different
strategies had been reported for channel wettability modeling. We propose a novel
strategy of two step PDMS casting assisted by thermal bonding. First, complete
device is constructed in hydrophobic PDMS and without being detached from the
substrate region the device is dissected in two parts. Small region which demand
hydrophilic channel condition, is carved out from the casted PDMS and by weighted
pressure small amount of specially designed hydrophilic PDMS is casted and ther-
mally bonded. Once cured and stick to glass, the device showed performance far
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better than functionalising two adjacent drop-makers (one for complete hydropho-
bic for W/O and second with complete hydrophilic for O/W) for multi-level design of
W/O/W double emulsion. With this approach, realtime fluorescence and interface de-
sign could be programmed for W/O/W based double emulsion (in flow). Results had
shown that once coupled with broadband high throughput optical detection scheme,
the device favours optical inspection of fluorescence in double droplet based vesi-
cles and likely stand out as new technique for detection of interface in flowing double
emulsion.
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Chapter 6
Anti-Stokes emission of Rhodamine
dye in droplets: First experimental
evidence and application in
microfluidics.
6.1 Building a highly sensitive broadband reflection
mode optofluidic setup
The original results that we will present in this chapter were obtained thanks to a cru-
cial enhancement of our optical detection system by the introduction of an off-axis
parabolic mirror with a hole in the experimental setup. Enhancement enables an effi-
cient collection of the emitted luminescence of the droplets spatially and spectrally, i.
e. , over a large spectral band including wavelengths which are shorter than the ex-
citation wavelength. The used off-axis parabolic mirror has been developed recently
by Thorlabs to allow a collinear beam to pass through the mirror into the collimated
reflection of a point source, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The diameter of the hole is
0.13 inch (3.2 mm), which is just large enough to accept a laser beam input and does
not alter the reflection properties of the parabolic mirror. This enables the incident
excitation laser beam to hit the sample without the need to use any cut-off dichroic
filter and to collect a large amount of emitted fluorescence of the sample.
The system discussed in previous Chapters required active changes whenever a
different fluorescent dye was used in experiment. To make system compatible with
each of them, modifications were eminent. To account for the system improvement,
we developed a novel reflection mode dual channel detection system. The system
design involved, three parts, the source section housed lasers with all of lumped
components, for instance half/quarter wave retarders, filters and collimators. Sec-
ondly the droplet generation, incubation and visual inspection region and finally the
detection mode in reflected signal. Now we look at the different units of the system.
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Figure 6.1 Used Thorlabs Off-Axis Parabolic Mirror with a hole parallel to collimated laser
beam.
6.1.1 Source region
For fluorescent excitation, system housed five laser sources, out of which two are
continuous while two pulsed and one Q-switched pulsed laser source. The continu-
ous type included 488nm and 532nm for studies involving, high-throughput detection
and membrane transport studies. One, 235nm ND-Yag laser was used for laser en-
graving and puncturing for applications provided in top-bottom microfluidic DIB de-
vice. Other UV laser, 355nm was employed for studies dealing with light driven merg-
ing and finally the Q-switched pulse source for specific photo-poration experiment.
For this chapter, we will focus on 488nm and 532nm CW lasers, but with modification
in the setup detection region. Previously the setup was set in such a way that each
detection channel (PMT) was specific for one laser sources, one for above 532nm
and other for above 488nm.
6.1.2 Microscope and droplet production, incubation region
We employed an inverted stage Olympus microscope for droplet inspection. Due to
availability of the wide observation XY-plan, a small 15×15cm incubator was easy to
install on the microscope stage. To provide Z-axis translation, a small piezo stage
was mounted on top of XY-transitional stage, this allows for fine three dimensional
transition for membrane transport and droplet merging strategies. Droplets were
generated in microfluidc chips by connecting Flow-pumps provided by Nemsys. As
the microscope assembly housed only transmission mode setup, to solve for acquir-
ing the complete signal at reflection, a combination of two dichroic mirrors and one
off-axis parabolic reflector were incorporated. Laser light passed through the small
2mm aperture tube inside the off-axis parabolic reflector, got reflected by the dichroic
mirror, passed through the microscope objective, hits the specimen (droplet, micro-
sphere, multiple emulsion), recollected by the microscope objective, reflected back
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by the dichroic mirror to the off-axis parabolic reflector, reflected to 90◦ (extremely
handy to adjust the angle of refelction) and enters the detection region.
6.1.3 Detection region
In the detection path, first the reflected fluorescence signal along with stray laser
reflections pass through a collimator to narrow the divergence of the signal. Then
the setup housed two arms, one for spectral studies of the reflected signal, and
other for high-throughput signal information (intensity versus time and wavelength
selection by the dichroic beam splitter). For spectral studies, a rotatable mirror was
mounted right after the collimator to reflect the signal again at 90◦, passed through
a selectable density filter followed by a lens, a laser band-stop filter, an optical-fiber
coupling lens and a fiber connecting to the spectrometer. The spectrometer had
a dynamic range from 300nm till 800nm with absolute operational mode in 400nm to
700nm. Often, a second spectrometer was incorporated to study the optical lasing
detection from the droplets/microspheres. In the second detection arm comes a
notch filter, to cut-off the laser wavelength from the reflected signal and some optics
to focus the signal. After this the signal comes to black-box, a term coined to refer
easily relate to the signals representation in rest of literature. The black-box housed
optics and electronics units. In optics, it includes a dichroic beam splitter, filters,
optics and photo-multiplier tubes. In the electronics part,it includes shutters to select
which sub-arm of the detection to operate and a DAQ card for signal processing.
A comprehensive illustration of the setup is provided in Fig.6.2.
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Figure 6.2 Reflection mode dual channel setup microfluidic droplet monitoring setup,
consisting of two laser sources with each laser band limited by a bandpass filter. The two
components of the fluorescence signals emitted by the two different dyes are separated,
filtered, and collected on two different photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs).
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6.2 Photoluminescence of Rhodamine B in flowing
microdroplets
6.2.1 Photo-luminescence of Rhodamine B in the fluorocarbon
carrier oil solvent (HFE-7500).
The solubility of Rhodamine B in fluorocarbon oil is naturally very weak. We added
hence 2% (w/w) of krytox to enhance its solubility in such a solvent. Emission spectra
of RhB in both water and the fluorocarbon carrier oil are presented in Fig. 6.3. They
show a maximum intensity of fluorescence around 582 nm in water and 575 nm in
HFE solvent (with krytox). The observed 7 nm shift between the two maxima should
be attributed to the well-know solvatochromism effect exhibited by many fluorescent
dyes when dissolved in different solvents. Inset of Fig. From the fluorescence decay
of RhB in HFE / krytox solvent versus time, shown in 6.3, one can deduce a fluo-
rescence lifetime of about 20 ns, whose imescale validates a fluorescence feature of
the observed photoluminescence of Rhodamine B in fluorocarbon.
Figure 6.3 (left) Fluorescence spectrum of Rhodamine B in water and in fluorocarbon with
krytox surfactant (2% w/w), (right) lifetime of the fluorescence of RhB in krytox/fluorocarbon
solution.
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6.2.2 Photo-luminescence of Rhodamine B in microdroplets with
different surfactants.
We present in Fig. 6.4(left), graphs of fluorescence versus time of RhB dye droplets
(0.5 mM, pH=3) carried by HFE/krytox oil. These are small droplets with a diameter
and mean velocity of approximately 33 µm and 63 mm/s, respectively. Consider-
ing the size of the microchannel, about 30µm×30µm, one may remark that droplets
should occupy practically the entire cross section of the microchannel in this exper-
iment. Two types of signals are shown in figure 6.4. A first signal (green curve)
corresponds to the standard fluorescence signal of rhodamine B, i. e. , Stokes
shifted emission, recorded above 570 nm, that is at higher wavelength than the ex-
citation’s. We observe also a second type of photoluminescence (red curve), which
consists of an anti-stokes emission detected in the range 500 nm-520 nm, i. e. , at
smaller wavelengths than the excitation wavelength. Figure 6.4 shows also that the
observed anti-stokes photoluminescence is mainly localized at the front and the back
of droplets, whereas the standard (stokes) fluorescence signal doesn’t show any sig-
nificant difference between the droplet interface and in its inner part. Such an ob-
servation suggests that the anti-stokes photo-luminescence should be directly corre-
lated to the interaction between either RhB molecules and fluorocarbon oil molecules
or between RhB molecules and surfactant molecules. Nevertheless, as shown pre-
viously in the bulk, anti-stokes shift due to HFE/krytox solvent was found to be about
7 nm only, which is much smaller than the observed anti-stokes shift when analyzing
flowing droplets fluorescence (∼ 60 nm).
In order to disregard any possibility of an experimental artefact or a non phys-
ical origin of the observed blue shifted photoluminescence (BSPL) signal, e. g. ,
an external noise detected in the 500 nm-520 nm channel, we used another type
of rhodamine B droplets, namely rhodamine B in benzyl-alcohol where this dye is
highly soluble. We kept obviously the same experimental conditions as previously
(same excitation wavelength, same optical filters, ...). Figure 6.4(right) shows the
corresponding fluorescence graphs. Droplets size and droplets velocity were ap-
proximately in this case 103 µm and 19 mm/s, respectively. As one can notice, the
missing of any fluorescence signal in the 500nm-520nm range shows clearly that the
observed blue shifted signal from RhB droplets is a truly physical photoluminescence
signal and not an experimental artefact.
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Figure 6.4 Fluorescence intensity of flowing droplets of rhodamine B in water (left) and
rhodamine B in benzyl-alcohol (right) vs time in HFE/krytox fluorocarbon oil. Graphs show
the intensity vs time with each pulse representing the passage of a single droplet across the
532 nm excitation laser beam. Each of the graph shows two signals, one in green, which
corresponds to standard fluorescence signal above 570 nm but the red color curve recorded
in the 500-520 nm range (below the excitation wavelength) is what makes the sensitivity of
our system detection.
To better understand the origin of the observed anti-stokes (AS) photo-luminescence,
we present in Fig. 6.5, the photo-luminescence intensity of large rhodamine droplets,
stabilized with krytox and produced in a large microchannel (110 µm ×120µm). The
diameter and the mean velocity of droplets were found to be approximately 127µm
and 13 mm/s, respectively. One remarks that the maxima of both green and red
signals are significantly shifted towards the left side of the peaks, i. e. , towards the
back of the droplet, giving hence to the photoluminescence signals a sawtooth-like
shape. Moreover, one may remark that the asymmetry between the front and the
back signals is much enhanced for the AS signal. It’s more likely that such photolu-
minescence is highly sensitive to the droplet interface and may hence give interesting
information about its molecular organisation and/or interaction with its surrounding
medium. In the case of large droplets, the observed asymmetry of the photolu-
minescence peaks should be correlated to the well-known deformation of droplets
while moving in a viscous microflow: The front of the droplet elongates while its back
is compressed. Such a deformation should be large for big droplets but small for tiny
droplets.
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Figure 6.5 Photo-luminescence of large rhodamine droplets flowing in HFE and krytox.
Blue shifted fluorescence is enhanced at the droplet interface and more particularly at the
rear side.
Also, when a surfactant is present at a flowing droplet in a viscous fluid, one
should take account of the rigidification of the interface due to the presence of the
surfactant and the so-called Marangoni effect, which is induce¡d by the recirculation
flow leading hence to a higher surfactant density at the back region of the droplet
than at its front. Moreover, when the used surfactant is electrically charged, like kry-
tox in our experiment, the higher density of surfactant molecules at the back side of
the droplet modifies in turn the density of charged rhodamine molecules (at pH=3) at
the back side of the droplet interface and enabling hence to probe optically the dis-
tribution of rhodamine molecules inside the droplet and at its interface, in agreement
with our observations.
We recall that Rhodamine B molecules can exist in three conformations: cationic,
lactonic, and zwitter-ionic as shown in Fig. 6.6. While cationic and zwitter-ionic con-
formations exist in polar solvents, cationic in acidic and zwitter-ionic in basic solution,
lactonic is only found in non-polar or polar aprotic solvents1.
In solution, there exists an equilibrium between different forms of RhB. It is also
observed that the cationic and zwitter-ionic conformations fluoresce, but not the lac-
tonic, and that the lactonic form is favored when increasing the temperature2.
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Figure 6.6 RhB in cationic (a), lactonic (b), and zwitter-ionic (c) conformations, from ref.1
Hence, in order to probe the effects of the chemical structure and the charge
carried by surfactant molecules, we produced droplets without using any surfactant
and analyzed their photoluminescence properties. Results are presented in Fig.
6.7(a). The diameter and mean velocity of droplets were approximately 90 µm and
5 mm/s, respectively. The concentration of the dye was 0.5 mM, pH=3 and the
microchannel size 110µm ×120µm. As one may remark, the intensity of the AS
signal (red) is much smaller (and almost undetectable), the ratio of fluorescence
maxima at 510 nm and 570 nm is about 4 %. The approximately bell shape of
the fluorescence intensity peaks indicates that droplets are more likely to adopt a
soft interface, which deforms easily in the viscous flow. The fluorescence intensity
starts to increase slightly as the curved interface of the droplet moves more and
more across the (still) laser spot before reaching a maximum value when the overlap
between the laser footprint and the droplet is at its maximum. One may also note
a slight asymmetry of the fluorescence peaks (maximum intensity is shifted towards
the left side of the peak). This shift should be correlated to the well-known difference
between the profiles of the front and the back of droplets when moving in a flow.
Also, in order to discriminate between the effect of rigidification of the interface
(due to the presence of the surfactant) and the increase of the dye density, due
to electrostatic interaction, on the intensity of the AS signal, we used a non-ionic
surfactant, namely KryJeffa, at concentration of 2 % (w/w). Results are shown in Fig.
6.7(b). For this experiment, the diameter, mean velocity of droplets and microchannel
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size were approximately 130 µm, 15 mm/s and 110µm ×120µm, respectively. One
may remark that the AS signal (red curve) is practically not detectable in this case
neither. The shape of the fluorescence peaks is in agreement with a rigid feature
of the droplet interface by respects to the case where no surfactant was present.
Nevertheless, the missing of any noticeable asymmetry between the fluorescence
intensity at the rear and the front parts of the droplets does not mean than there
should be no difference between them when using Kryjeffa surfactant. This means
only that there is no difference between the density of rhodamine molecules at the
front and at the back of the droplets, which may be explained by the absence of
any electrostatic interaction between rhodamine B molecules and Kryjeffa surfactant
molecules.
Figure 6.7 Blue shifted emission of rhodamine is practically non detected in the case of
large droplets when using a non ionic surfactant (KryJeffa) or no surfactant in HFE oil.
We present in figure 6.8 the photoluminescence recording of small droplets of
rhodamine B solution (0.5 mM), produced without adding any surfactant. The diam-
eter and mean velocity of droplets were approximately 20 µm and 31 mm/s, respec-
tively. The microchannel size was about 30µm ×30µm One may remark that in the
case of small droplets, a ration RF of the AS fluorescence intensity over the standard
fluorescence intensity of about 14 % could be detected, as deduced from figure 6.8.
It seems that the AS photo-luminescence intensity depends inversely on the area of
the droplet interface.
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Figure 6.8 Blue shifted fluorescence may be detected in the absence of surfactant with
small droplets, due to the high "interface area"/volume ratio.
Finally, we present in Fig. 6.9, the result of an experiment where we used TB
surfactant to stabilise droplets. It’s worth noting that fluorocarbon oil becomes pink
when using such surfactant, indicating that rhodamine molecules diffuse quickly from
droplets to the continuous oil phase. The fluorescence pattern from this experiment
is quite different from the previous ones. In particular, one observes that during the
passage of the fluorocarbon oil plugs across the laser beam, a relatively intense
AS emission is detected. This result confirms that the AS signal originates from
rhodamine molecules which are in contact or confined in the fluorocarbon oil phase.
Figure 6.9 Rhodamine B may be solubilized in HFE by adding a surfactant like krytox-TB.
Blue shifted emission is particularly enhanced in the fluorocarbon oil.
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Before presenting the results of an additional experiment, which will give a direct
evidence of the origin of the AS photoluminescence, it’s worthy to resume some of
its features we have observed until now:
• AS photoluminescence is mainly detected at the droplet interface and in the
fluorocarbon oil phase,
• A higher density of the dye at the droplet interface enhances AS photolumines-
cence,
• Rigidification of the interface seems to decrease AS photoluminescence,
• A high surface/volume ratio of the droplets enhances AS photoluminescence,
• AS photoluminescence may be observed without the addition of a surfactant.
Its presence however enhances the solubility of rhodamine in the fluorocarbon
oil and hence the AS photoluminescence.
6.2.3 Fluorescence of Rhodamine B in fluorocarbon carrier oil
Inspired by the results we have obtained with RhB droplets and TB surfactant, we
performed an experiment where RhB was solubilized directly in fluorocarbon, which
contains 2 % (w/w) of Krytox. Droplets were first made of pure water and fluores-
cence measurements were performed just after the formation of droplets (close to
the nozzle region) in order to avoid any interference of the diffusion of the dye from
oil phase towards water droplets. Figure 6.10(a) shows the obtained fluorescence
graphs. We obtain large droplets, which may be assimilated to cylinders, with a
length (height) of about 275 µm and a cross section equal to the channel’s, i. e. ,
110µm×100µm. Their velocity was found to be equal to 12.4 mm/s and the temper-
ature was set at 25 ◦C. The passage of the non fluorescent droplets is detected by
a decrease of both stokes and anti-stokes fluorescence signals emitted from the oil
phase plugs (separating two successive droplets). Hence, the fluorescence peaks
correspond to the continuous oil phase while the minima correspond to the fluores-
cence intensity of water droplets, which is set equal to zero. For this experiment, the
measured value ' 30% for the RF ratio (AS emission intensity / stokes fluorescence
intensity) is relatively much higher than in previous experiments.
We performed a second experiment where fluorocarbon oil contained 0.5 mM
RhB and droplets contained also 0.5 mM RhB. As for the previous experiment, we
performed fluorescence measurement just after droplets formation to avoid taking
account of diffusion of the dye from or towards droplets. Results are shown in Fig.
6.10(b). The length of aqueous phase plugs was found to be about 250 µm, their
velocity was about 12 mm/s and the temperature was set to 25 ◦C. For this exper-
iment the ratio, RF ' 50%, is much higher than the value obtained in the previous
experiment where droplets were made of pure water.
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Figure 6.10 Fluorescence intensity versus time graphs from flowing pure water droplets (a)
and RhB solution droplets (b) carried by a continuous fluorocarbon oil phase, where 0.5 mM
rhodamine is solubilized using krytox. The passage of droplets across the laser beam leads
to a decrease of the fluorescence (in both channels) to a level which is set arbitrarily to zero.
Temperature was set at 25 ◦C.
Figure 6.11 Raw fluorescence intensity versus time graphs of alternating fluorescent oil
plugs and fluorescent droplets, as shown in Fig. 6.10, but without subtracting the
background signals.
It’s interesting to note that the intensity of the AS emission in the oil phase
(IAS ' 0.06) is not much different from the previous experiment (IAS ' 0.07) as the
AS emission is weak in the aqueous RhB solution. Basically, despite the apparent
difference of the intensity of the standard (stokes) fluorescence of the oil phase in
the second experiment (IS ' 0.11) by regards to the experiment where no dye was
added in droplets (IS ' 0.21), one should note that the absolute value of the fluores-
cence intensity of the oil phase remains practically the same, as shown in Fig. 6.11.
The apparent difference originates from the method we used to plot the fluorescence
signals versus time when the continuous oil phase is fluorescent too.
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At the passage of a droplet, the change of the fluorescence intensity depends on
the intensity values of RhB in both phases (oil and droplets). In the present case,
fluorescence intensity difference of RhB, when passing from the oil phase to the
aqueous phase, is practically divided by a factor 2. Nevertheless, this pattern should
not be taken as a general rule when have alternating fluorescent oil and fluorescent
drops. The observed pattern will depend on the concentration of the dye in both
phases.
Fig. 6.12 shows fluorescence chronographs of alternating fluorescent oil and
fluorescent droplets measured at a distance of about 500 µm from the nozzle region.
This figure evidences the diffusion process of RhB molecules from the oil phase to
the droplets phase, which starts to take place as droplets are being carried by the
oil flow inside the microchannel. One may remark that fluorescence intensity (green
signal) is higher at the droplets interface and smaller in the middle of droplets, in
agreement with a concentration profile of rhodamine which governed by a diffusion
process.
Figure 6.12 Fluorescence intensity versus time graphs from flowing RhB solution droplets
carried by a continuous fluorocarbon oil phase containing 0.5 mM rhodamine and krytox
surfactant. The passage of droplets across the laser beam leads to a decrease of the
anti-stokes fluorescence intensity and an increase of the standard fluorescence intensity.
Measurements were performed at ∼500 µm fro the nozzle region and the temperature was
set at 25 ◦C.
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6.2.4 Dependence of RhB fluorescence versus the power of the
incident laser beam
Theoretical considerations
Let us consider a dye solution, dV = dA× dx an elementary volume, where dx rep-
resent its "thickness" along the x-direction parallel to an incident light beam, and dA
its cross section. Let also I(x) be the intensity (per unit surface) of the incident light
beam when it enters the elementary volume dV .
According to the Beer–Lambert law, the change of I(x) through the thickness dx
may be expressed as
dI
I
=−εCdx, (6.1)
where ε represents the extinction coefficient (or absorption coefficient) and C the
concentration of the dye solution (assumed to be homogenous). Integration of the
previous differential equation leads to the expression of the intensity of the light beam
after across dV , that is: I(x) = I0e−εCx. In principle, only a fraction of the light beam
energy (absorbed locally by the dye) will be emitted as light (or laser) induced fluo-
rescence (LIF) in the related emission band. The ratio, Φ, of LIF with respects to the
absorbed light intensity is defined as the quantum yield (or efficiency) of the dye.
In principle, the fluorescence quantum yield depends on many parameters like
the polarity of the solvent, dye concentration, temperature or pH. For our study, Rho-
damine B exhibits a high fluorescence quantum yield (Φ> 0.5) at low concentrations
(10−4 to 10−6 M)1,3,4 whereas at higher concentrations (> 10−3 M), the quantum
yield decreases rapidly to less than 0.11,3,5, as illustrated in Figure 6.13 (adapted
from ref.2).
Currently, it is widely accepted that at high concentration in aqueous solutions,
RhB molecules form dimers (due to strong electrostatic and dispersion interactions)
with an equilibrium constant of about 2100 mol−1 (at 20◦C)1. Because dimers of
RhB can only make a weak contribution to fluorescence (whereas they are capable
of strong optical absorption), the fluorescence quantum yield of high concentration
aqueous RhB solutions can be strongly affected by dimerization.
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Figure 6.13 Top (Left) Effect of RhB concentration on the fluorescence intensity, from ref.2,
(right) Effect of RhB concentration on the fluorescence intensity adapted from Figure 4.7,
Bottom Geometries of H and J dimers of RhB, from ref.1
Within the frame of a single photon absorption process, to the absorbed light
intensity−dI×dA by the dye molecules confined in the volume dV should correspond
an emitted fluorescence intensity dIF which may be expressed as
dIF =−ΦdIdA (6.2)
Combining eq. 6.1 and eq. 6.2 leads to
dIF
dV
= ΦεCI, (6.3)
Hence, the intensity (per volume unit) of the fluorescence emitted by a dye solution
increases linearly with:
• the intensity I of the light excitation
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• the concentration C of the dye solution
• the quantum yield Φ
RhB and fluorocarbon oil in flow
We investigated the dependence of fluorescence of RhB when dissolved in oil and
flowed in the microfluidic channel, while the power of the excitation laser beam was
varied from 0.5 mW to 3.5 mW, approximately. Results are presented in Figure
6.15. As one can notice, both stokes and anti-stokes fluorescences increase linearly
as the power excitation intensity increases, with practically the same normalized
rate (quantum yield), that is 5.7×10−2/mW and 6.0×10−2/mW, respectively. Such a
linear variation confirms a single photon absorption process which should behind the
observed photoluminescence at 510 nm and 570 nm.
Applying equation 6.3 and assuming that the absorption coefficient, ε, to be the
same for both photoluminescence processes, one can conclude that the quantum
yield should be practically the same for both stokes emission and anti-stokes emis-
sion, Φs and Φas, respectively.
Figure 6.14 Variation of stokes (left) and anti-stokes (right) fluorescence intensities of RhB
in fluorocarbon and krytox in flow. The normalized rate of the linear increase of the intensity
versus the power of the excitation laser beam for both standard fluorescence and
anti-stokes fluorescence is found to be approximately 0.06 /mW.
RhB and water in flow
We investigated the dependence of fluorescence of RhB when dissolved in oil and
flowed in the microfluidic channel, while the power of the excitation laser beam was
varied from 0.5 mW to 3.5 mW, approximately. Results are presented in Figure
6.15. As one can notice both anti-stokes and stokes signals increase linearly versus
the power excitation intensity, with a normalized rate of about 5.8×10−2/mW and
8.3×10−2/mW, respectively.
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Figure 6.15 Variation of stokes (left) and anti-stokes (right) fluorescence intensities of RhB
in water and in flow. The normalized rate of the linear increase of the intensity versus the
power of the excitation laser beam for both standard fluorescence and anti-stokes
fluorescence is found to be approximately 0.05 /mW.
RhB and water without flow
We investigated the dependence of fluorescence of RhB when dissolved in oil and
flowed in the microfluidic channel, while the power of the excitation laser beam was
varied from 0.5 mW to 3.5 mW, approximately. Results are presented in Figure ??.
As one can notice, though anti-stokes photoluminescence signal is very weak in
aqueous phase (as observed previously), both signals increase linearly versus the
power excitation intensity, with practically the same normalized rate (4.7×10−2/mW
and 4.5×10−2/mW, respectively).
Figure 6.16 Variation of stokes (left) and anti-stokes (right) fluorescence intensities of RhB
in water and without flow. The normalized rate of the linear increase of the intensity versus
the power of the excitation laser beam for both standard fluorescence and anti-stokes
fluorescence is found to be approximately 0.045 /mW.
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RhB and fluorocarbon oil without flow
We investigated also the dependence of fluorescence of RhB when dissolved in oil
and confined in cell (no flow), while the power of the excitation laser beam was again
varied from 0.5 mW to 3.5 mW, approximately. Results are presented in Figure
6.17. As one may notice, for both stokes and anti-stokes fluorescences the increase
of intensity does not vary linearly anymore versus the power of the excitation but
follows an exponential fit, I(p) = I0+αExp(
p
β
), with a (power) constant β of about
2.5 mW−1 for both stokes and anti-stokes fluorescence variation.
Since a two photons absorption process (TPA) cannot be considered (due to the
use of a low power CW laser excitation in our experiments), one should consider
the heating effect of the laser beam, on illuminated volume dV of dye solution, to be
at the origin of the exponential increase of the fluorescence versus excitation power.
Hence, a thorough investigation of the dependence of LIF of RhB versus temperature
has been undertaken, as will be presented in the following section.
Figure 6.17 Variation of stokes (left) and anti-stokes (right) fluorescence intensities of a non
flowing solution of RhB in fluorocarbon (and krytox) as a function of the power of the laser
beam excitation. Both curves can be fitted using an exponential function with approximately
the same (power) constant of about 2.5 mW−1.
6.2.5 Dependence of RhB fluorescence versus temperature.
As mentioned earlier, RhB has been extensively studied for the high thermal sen-
sitivity of its fluorescence quantum yield. A normalized thermal sensitivity could be
defined by the following expression: S =
(∆I/IT )
∆T
× 100, where IT is the measured
intensity at initial temperature, T , and ∆I is the change in the intensity signal over
the temperature change ∆T .
Typically, RhB fluorescence intensity decreases with an increase of temperature
with a thermal sensitivity S ∼ 2%/◦C (in the [20◦C- 50◦C] temperature range), an
order of magnitude higher than the thermal sensitivity of most other fluorescence
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temperature dependent dyes6,7. The high thermal sensitivity of RhB makes it one
of the best molecular probes for performing temperature measurements at the mi-
croscopic level. Nevertheless, using dyes for probing locally the temperature is not
straightforward, mainly because of inherent fluctuations of the intensity of the excita-
tion laser source and local fluctuations of dye concentration in solution. These issues
make the calibration of the LIF-dependence of dyes versus temperature practically
very difficult, if not impossible. To avoid such problems, Sakakibara et al.6 and Ebert
et al.7 used two dyes which absorb at the same excitation wavelength but emitting at
different wavelength. They used for instance Rhodamine 110, whose fluorescence
depends very weakly on temperature, as a reference for the calibration of the LIF of
RhB. As mentioned above, RhB molecule may have 3 forms: a cationic form, RHB+
favored by acidic solvents, a zwitter-ionic form, RHB, favored by basic solvents and a
lactonic, which is favored in non-polar or polar aprotic solvents (see Fig. 6.6)2. Com-
pounds RhB+ and RhB are highly fluorescent, whereas the lactonic form that not
fluoresce. The increase of the temperature enhances the transformation from RhB+
and RhB to the lactonic form, and hence leads to a decrease of the fluorescence
quantum yield of Rhodamine B dye.
We investigated the effect of temperature of both standard and anti-stokes fluo-
rescence intensities in flow and in a static mode, as detailed in the following.
Due to technical constraints, we could investigate such effect in a relatively limited
temperature range, between 20◦C and 50◦C. According to the literature data8,9, we
expect to observe a relatively linear decrease of the fluorescence intensity in the
investigated temperature range with a thermal sensitivity of about few percent/◦C, as
illustrated in Fig. 6.18 (adapted from ref.8).
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Figure 6.18 Fluorescence intensity of RhB in water from literature data8. Dashed rectangle
represents the temperature range investigated in the present PhD work.
RhB in water
We investigated the dependence of fluorescence of RhB in water, while the temper-
ature was raised from 20 ◦C to 50 ◦C for two level of light excitation power, 3.5 mW
and 0.5 mW. Results are presented in Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22, respectively. As
one can notice, both stokes and anti-stokes fluorescences decrease linearly as the
temperature increases, with a (normalized) thermal sensitivity of about −1.08%/◦C
and −0.80%/◦C, respectively. This result is in a good agreement with the literature
data6–8,
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Figure 6.19 Variation of stokes (left) and anti-stokes (right) fluorescence intensities of RhB
in water under 3.5 mW power illumination. Measured normalized temperature sensitivity of
the linear decrease of the intensity versus temperature is approximately equal to
−1.08%/◦C for stokes fluorescence and −0.8%/◦C for anti-stokes fluorescence.
Figure 6.20 Variation of stokes (left) and anti-stokes (right) fluorescence intensities of RhB
in water under 0.5 mW power illumination. Measured normalized temperature sensitivity of
the linear decrease of the intensity versus temperature is approximately equal to
−1.05%/◦C for stokes fluorescence and −0.7%/◦C for anti-stokes fluorescence.
RhB in fluorocarbon oil
We investigated again the dependence of fluorescence of RhB in fluorocarbon oil, in
the 20 ◦C to 50 ◦C temperature range, for the two excitation power vlaues of 3.5 mW
and 0.5 mW. Results are presented in Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22, respectively. As
one can notice, both stokes and anti-stokes fluorescences decrease linearly as the
temperature increases, with a (normalized) sensitivity of about −1.08×10−2/◦C and
−0.80×10−2/◦C, respectively. The stokes fluorescence linear decrease sensitivity is
2 times smaller than the reported literature data6,7.
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Figure 6.21 Variation of stokes (left) and anti-stokes (right) fluorescence intensities of RhB
in fluorocarbon oil under 3.5 mW power illumination. We observe two temperature intervals:
i) below 25 ◦C where the fluorescence intensity is more or less constant, ii) and above 25 ◦C
where the fluorescence intensity decreases linearly versus temperature with a temperature
sensitivity of about −0.39%/◦C for stokes fluorescence and −0.16%/◦C for anti-stokes
fluorescence.
Figure 6.22 Variation of stokes (left) and anti-stokes (right) fluorescence intensities of RhB
in water under 0.5 mW power illumination.
6.2.6 Origin of the anti-stokes photo-luminescence of RhB: very
low thermal conductivity of fluorocarbon oil.
As shown above, the features of the fluorescence of rhodamine B in aqueous phase,
including its life time and thermal sensitivity, are those of the standard fluorescence
of Rhodamine B, as reported in the literature. Unlikely, the features of fluorescence
of RhB in the fluorocarbon oil phase differ greatly from those of standard fluores-
cence emission of RhB. They may be explained by including a thermal origin of the
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observed anti-stokes emission around 510 nm, enhanced by a low thermal conduc-
tivity of the fluorocarbon oil, and the well-known dependence of the fluorescence of
rhodamine B versus temperature.
Figure 6.23 Thermal conductivities values of various fluids (source Thermopedia.com). The
used HFE-7500 Fluorocarbon oil has a thermal conductivity of 0.065 [W/m.K].
Figure 6.24 Scale of thermal conductivities values of matter at its different staes (source
Thermopedia.com). The used HFE-7500 Fluorocarbon oil has a thermal conductivity is of
the same order than thermal conductivities of gases. Comparatively, thermal conductivity of
water, 0.614 [W/m.K], is practically an order higher than HFE-7500 oil’s.
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6.2.7 Heat and temperature dissipation in microfluidic channels
According to Fourier’s law, the flow rate of heat energy per unit area crossing a
medium of thermal conductivity λ is proportional to the temperature gradient across
the medium:
1
S
∂Q
∂t
=−λ∇T, (6.4)
where T is the local temperature at a given time t.
Let us first consider a simple situation, in which a bar (medium) with a length l is
thermally isolated on the sides and with its ends in contact with two thermostats that
impose a temperature difference ∆T = T2−T1. Equation 6.4 transforms to10:
dQ
dt
=−λS∆T
l
, (6.5)
Since the surface S scales as l2, the heat flux density (heat per unit time) scales
as the system size, l, and the thermal conductivity, λ , of the system (as shown by
equation 6.6):
dQ
dt
∼ λ l∆T, (6.6)
This equation corresponds to the general scaling law of heat transfer across a medium,
with the assumption that the temperature difference is fixed at its ends (∆T = T2−T1).
It shows that thermal transfer (dissipation) may very efficient at the microscale, unlike
other volumetric quantities which sclae as l3 (e. g. , electrostatic forces). Equation
6.6 shows that for two media, medium 1 and medium 2, with two thermal conduc-
tivies, λ1 and λ2, respectively, such that
λ1
λ2
' 10, and heated (illuminated) in the same
conditions, the heat flow rate in medium 2 will be 10 times smaller than in medium 1.
In order to understand the correlation between the heat transfer and the temporal
change of the temperature, one needs to solve the general temperature diffusion
equation, which is given below:
ρCp
∂T
∂t
−λ∇2T = Pv, (6.7)
where ρ is the mass density, Cp is the specific heat of the material at constant pres-
sure and Pv is the volumetric source heat. Let’s consider again the simple case of a
heat transfer in one dimension, along an isotropic bar with a cross section S and a
length l, which constitutes a good model for the heat transfer in a microfluidic chan-
nel, equation 6.7 transforms to:
∂2T
∂x2
− ρCp
λ
∂T
∂t
=
Pv
λ
, (6.8)
where x represents the local position.
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One may use the definition of thermal diffusivity
κ =
λ
ρCp
(6.9)
which combined with eq. 6.8 leads to:
∂2T
∂x2
−κ ∂T
∂t
=
Pv
λ
, (6.10)
Table 6.1 shows typical values for thermal conductivity, λ , heat capacity,Cp, mass
density, ρ, and calculated thermal diffusivity (using eq. 6.9) of the used HFE-7500 oil,
benzyl alcohol and water solvents. As one can notice, thermal diffusivity of HFE oil is
4 times smaller than the water’s, which indicates that the dissipation of temperature
and heat will be much slower in HFE oil phase than in the droplets phase. One may
notice also, that thermal diffusivity of benzyl alcohol is also 2 times smaller than the
water’s.
- λ [W/m.K] Cp [J/Kg.K] ρ [Kg/m3] κ [m2/s]
HFE oil 0.065 1120 1614 3.6 10−8
Benzyl alcohol (BA) 0.160 2009 1044 7.6 10−8
Water 0.614 4187 1000 14.3 10−8
Table 6.1 Thermal and heat constants of HFE-7500 fluorocarbon oil, benzyl alcohol and
water.
Equation 6.10 may be solved easily, as shown in the following. For our purpose, it
may give directly an estimation of the time constant of thermalization in the microflu-
idic system. Numerical solutions of T (x, t) in water and fluorocarbon oil are given in
Fig. 6.25 for comparison.
Assuming the system to have a characteristic size, L, above which the temper-
ature remains practically constant, i. e., zero heat flux assumption at x ∼ L, one
may consider a general solution, T (x, t), as the product of a function of time t and a
function of position x:
T (x, t) = f (t)g(x)
We may drop also the right hand side term of equation 6.10, which corresponds to
the volumetric source heat. Equation 6.10 transforms then to two simple differential
equations, one with time and the other with position:
1
f (t)
d f
dt
= c
κ
1
g(x)
dg
dx
= c
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where c is an arbitrary positive constant. Integration of these two equations gives:{
f (t) = Ae−t/τ
g(x) = B+eikx+B−e−ik.x
where A, B+, B− and k are arbitrary constants, which should be adjusted to fit with
the boundary conditions. The parameter τ = −1
c
represents the time constant of
the thermalization for the system, which is related to the parameter k and thermal
diffusivity κ through the relation:
τ =
1
κk2
(6.11)
A general solution of equation 6.6 may be written as the following:
T (x, t) =
∞
∑
n
Cneiknxe−t/τn, (6.12)
whereCn’s represent adjustable parameters satisfying the boundary conditions . The
time constant may rewritten as: τn =
1
κk2n
.
Figure 6.25 Simulation graphs (with Matlab) of the diffusion of agaussian distributed heat
signal in water (upper figure) and in HFE-7500 fluorocarbon oil (lower figure).
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To give an estimation of τn and kn, one generally considers a characteristic length
L for the propagation of heat in the system, e. g. , microchannel width as assumed
in ref.7, above which the heat flux vanishes, hence:
kn =±npiL ⇒ τn =
L2
n2pi2κ
For our experiments, the characteristic distance, L, may be considered as the
droplet size, as the latter is surrounded by the low temperature dissipative fluorocar-
bon oil. A typical constant time of the system may be estimated according to eq.
6.137,10 :
τ ∼ L
2
κ
∼ ρCp
λ
L2 (6.13)
Considering the literature values for the mass density, specific heat, thermal con-
ductivity for water and HFE-7500 oil, as well as the size of the used microfluidic chan-
nels: ρw = 1000 Kg/m3, ρo = 1614 Kg/m3,Cp,w = 4187 J/Kg/K, Cp,o = 1120 J/Kg/K,
λw = 0.614 W/m/K, λo = 0.065 W/m/K, L = 100 µm, one finds: τwater ∼ 7 ms and
τoil ∼ 28 ms.
The previous calculated characteristic time values show that the time resolution
of our fluorescence measurements, which is about 10 µs, is efficient to probe oscil-
lations of temperature, provided that the temperature variations may be correlated to
the change of fluorescence intensity, as it is the case for Rhodamine B.
We would like to report the observation of fluorescence oscillations, with a tem-
poral frequency fosc. ' 2 KHz, from flowing RhB droplets in benzyl-alcohol solution,
as shown in Fig. 6.26. In this experiment, droplets size, frequency generation and
velocity are found to be equal to Ddrop ' 250 µm, fdrop ' 12 Hz and Vdrop ' 3 mm/s,
respectively. One may note that the observed fosc. should correspond basically to a
spatial frequency (Λ). Indeed, the assumed zero heat flux boundary condition and
the used separation variables method for the temperature wave function expression,
T (x, t) = f (x)g(t), implicitly presume that the temperature wave is in fact a standing
wave and not a propagative wave. Hence, wavelength Λ and fosc. should be related
with droplets velocity Vdrop according to the following relation: Λ=
Vdrop
fosc.
' 1 µm
These results may constitute a first evidence of the formation of standing waves
of temperature in microdroplets. Nevertheless, in such case, one should assume that
the velocity of the propagation of temperature should be much bigger than droplets
velocity, in order to give enough time to form standing waves inside the drops. To
verify such hypothesis, further investigations are needed and in particular to measure
the temperature propagation velocity.
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Figure 6.26 Observed oscillations of the fluorescence with large drops of rhodamine B in
benzyl-alcohol. The drop size is about 250 µm and the frequency of oscillations is about 3.7
kHz.
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6.2.8 Hot band absorption and anti-stokes shift emission
But before presenting our phenomenological model to explain the observed anti-
stokes emission of RhB dye, let us first summarize the main features of fluorescence
of RhB in fluorocarbon oil (in presence of Krytox as a surfactant).
• The intensity of anti-stokes fluorescence is relatively high and may represent
more than 60 % of the intensity of stokes fluorescence, whereas in water solu-
tion anti-stokes fluorescence is very weak and represents less than 5 % of the
stokes fluorescence,
• The wavelength of the observed anti-fluorescence is smaller than the excitation
wavelength, which means that excess energy of the emitted photons by this
process should be provided by the thermal bath,
• When the temperature is increased, both stokes and anti-stokes fluorescence
intensities remain practically constant before a transition temperature appear
above which fluorescence starts to decrease linearly with a thermal sensitivity
of about -0.4% (stokes) or -0.2 % (anti-stokes);
• The transition temperature value seems to depend on the power of the incident
excitation light: for an excitation power of 3.5 mW, the transition temperature is
found to be about 25◦C, whereas for a smaller excitation power (0.5 mW), the
transition temperature was found to be about 36◦C.
• Unlike for RhB aqueous solutions, both stokes and anti-stokes fluorescence
intensities of RhB in HFE oil increase exponentially with the increase of the
(light) excitation power.
Phenomenological model for anti-stokes emission of RhB in fluorocarbon oil
The large difference between thermal conductivities of oil and water, combined with
the temperature dependence of rhodamine B should be at the origin of the difference
between the fluorescence emission of RhB in aqueous and fluorocarbon solutions.
In particular, the small value of thermal conductivity of fluorocarbon should enhance
an increase of temperature within the illuminated volume dV of the dye solution,
enhancing thus a hot band anti-stokes shift absorption process and subsequently a
fluorescence emission at higher energy wavelengths. The additional energy of the
photon emitted by anti-stokes process is provided by the heat of the bath (solution).
Despites hot-band absorption phenomena and the subsequent induced anti-Stokes
luminescence have been suggested more than a century ago by de Kowalski and
Einstein (in 1910)11 and Peter Pringsheim (in 1929)12, studies in this field are still
rare, mainly because the detailed rules to design and obtain efficient dye molecules
exhibiting anti-stokes luminescence remains challenging.
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The energy diagram of Fig. 6.27 shows one way in which anti-stokes emission
occurs. Electrons located at a higher vibration energy level (termed as ‘hot band’)
can absorb photons of the excitation light with an energy hν and reach the excited
state. Note that a coupling between excited state electrons and thermal energy can
occur also. Finally, the excited state can decay back to the ground state and generate
a fluorescence emission whose energy hν f > hν is highr than that of the excitation
light, as illustrated in Fig. 6.27.
Figure 6.27 Schematic illustration of typical anti-Stokes shift luminescence processes.
Since this anti-Stokes luminescence process occurs at higher vibrational levels
of the singlet ground state, it occurs more likely with molecules with rich vibrational
energy levels and is strongly temperature dependent due to the fact that the popula-
tions of higher vibration energy levels are determined by the Boltzmann distribution.
Additionally, the populations of higher vibrational energy levels are very limited so
that effective anti-Stokes luminescence is usually observed in dye molecules with
high quantum yield and molar extinction coefficient, like with Rhodamine B.
Coupling of anti-stokes and stokes fluorescence processes
As mentioned above, in section 6.2.4, the observed exponential increase of anti-
stokes fluorescence intensity with increase of the excitation power may be inter-
preted adequately on the basis of a thermally activated absorption and emission
processes. Basically, increasing the power of the excitation source should induce
two effects:
• increase of absorbed light intensity by RhB molecules, which leads to a linear
increase of emitted photons (by both stokes and anti-stokes processes),
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• increase of thermal energy kT stored in the volume dV illuminated by the fo-
cused laser beam (including both dye and solvent molecules). Also, because
the heat dissipation is very weak in fluorocarbon oil (due its very low thermal
conductivity), this leads to an increase of temperature in the volume dV which
enhances hot band absorption and anti-stokes emission processes.
Nevertheless, since the fluorescence of Rhodamine B was shown to decrease also
linearly with temperature, one could expect that light-driven increase of temperature
should induce, at least partially, a decrease of fluorescence. Meanwhile, considering
the observed overall exponential increase of the fluorescence of RhB versus the
excitation power, as shown in Fig. 6.17, one should conclude that the increasing
rate of fluorescence through illumination is greater than the decreasing rate through
heating.
The competition between two opposite (up and down) effects induced by the in-
crease of temperature on the fluorescence properties of RhB molecules is also at the
origin of the observation of a temperature transition in the emission intensity of RhB,
when we varied the temperature from 20◦C to 50 ◦C. This temperature proved to
depend on the light excitation power (see Fig. 6.21 and Fig. 6.22 in section section
6.2.5). At a low excitation power (0.5 mW), the temperature transition, at about 36
◦C, from a regime where the fluorescence intensity remains practically constant with
increasing temperature towards a regime where the fluorescence intensity starts to
decrease linearly with the temperature. In the first regime, the up and down effect
cancel each other, whereas after the temperature transition, the down effect should
become stronger, leading hence to an overall decrease of fluorescence intensity ver-
sus temperature. At a higher excitation power (3.5 mW), the temperature transition
occurs at about 25 ◦C, because of higher increase of temperature when a higher
power of the incident excitation illumination.
Also, if the competition between the up and down effects on the fluorescence
properties of RhB allows to explain the general shape of the anti-stokes fluores-
cence curve, it cannot explain, alone, the behavior of the stokes fluorescence ver-
sus the excitation power. One should assume also that stokes fluorescence emis-
sion should be also thermally activated, through a coupling with the thermally ac-
tivated anti-stokes process. Indeed, since the wavelengths of emitted photons by
anti-stokes process range within the absorption band of RhB molecules (with a max-
imum around 532 nm), a fraction of emitted anti-stokes photons should be absorbed
by RhB molecules, which may re-emit photons either through a stokes process or an
anti-stokes process.
Finally, one should consider also that anti-stokes emission lead to a cooling down
of the system, as it converts thermal energy to photons which are emitted away from
the system. It’s interesting to note that Peter Pringsheim had suggested, in 1929, that
such materials could be cooled down through anti-stokes fluorescence. This is the
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basis of the fast growing research field of optical refrigeration13. Indeed, since the
molecule of such materials absorbs a photon and emits another one with a greater
energy by pumping the thermal energy of the substance, anti-stokes emission lead
to a decrease of the temperature of the material or the bath.
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6.3 Application to the high throughput detection of
droplet-based microfluidics double emulsions
Another interesting approach to design soft-bio-mimetic-membranes is via unilamel-
lar vesicles. Vesicles which occur naturally comes in various size and compositions.
It is possible to design vesicles, artificially. Various methods have been reported
recently, out of which two most widely accepted are electroformation and solvent
evaporation. Each of them have different protocols for design and applications.
Here we report a microfluidic approach to prepare water-oil-water double emulsion,
which essentially after solvent extraction transforms to uni-lameler vesicles. Few
major types of emulsification with respect to surfactant orientation around an enve-
lope/monolayer/bilayer of the emulsion are depicted in Fig.6.28.
Figure 6.28 Emulsions basics, (a) water in oil, (b) oil in water and (c) water/oil/water
emulsions and (d) higher order mixed emulsion.
6.3.1 Insights of a double drop-maker
Microfluidic’s system design capabilities had reached to tens of layered system with
each layer performing a separate task yet for droplet microfluidics, especially higher
order (multiple) emulsion, technology is still in development stage. When it comes to
PDMS based devices, droplet-generators (T-junctions, Flow-focusing, co-flow) often
require chemical treatment of the channel walls and it could involve series of steps.
Out of many post operative steps, one major is the wetting compatibility of the circuit
at different regions. For single emulsion generator, either it is a water in oil or oil in
water, complete circuit is treated with one type of wetting conditions but for water-oil-
water based double emulsion, after first drop-maker, second stage requires a wetting
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reversal. This essentially needs the one half of the circuit be hydrophobic (first drop
maker) while second part needs to be hydrophilic (se Fig.6.29).
Figure 6.29 Schematic illustration of a usual W/O/W double emulsion generator.
In case of fluorocarbon oils like HFE7500, HFE7100 and FC40, first part of the
circuit requires fluorophilic compatibility while second requires hydrophilic wetting
conditions. In this context, three approaches were designed and characterised. We
introduce step by step the processes involved for achieving the goal of hydrophobic-
hydrophilic selective wetting control in microfluidic devices.
6.3.2 Design and Microfabircation
6.3.2.1 First method - TEOS Coating
The first model we designed, included a dual drop-maker with 100µm channel dimen-
sions. PDMS replication was performed by standard method and once the device is
stickled to glass, it was kept in water container until used. A method reported by
Abate et al.14 was used. The final device after coating is presented in Fig.6.30 with
different channel regions and resulting double emulsion (W/O/W). The first sol-gel
coating didn’t make device fully operational as we use fluorocarbon oils for our ex-
periments, channel compatibility with such oils also needs to be addressed. For
making device partially flourophobic we used solution "Type-1" and "Type-2" with a
tricky flowing technique. Water at 1250µl/h was injected from device output region.
The middle phase region of the device was used to flush "Type-1 and 2" solutions
while keeping the inner-most phase input region blocked and taking complete output
at the input region of outer phase. This kind of channel modification often resulted
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in disaster as first Sol-Gel coating followed by flourophobic coating often lead to
spatially non-homogenous channel treatment because of the syringe-pump pushing
equipment. This kind of spatially-selective channel coating require fine control on the
flow movement.
Figure 6.30 TEOS channel coating by 100C curing temperature. Different regions of the
microfluidic chip - (a) nozzle region (b) a droplet drive channel, (c) a circular channel. A
second device model with same TEOS coating (d) with droplet formation at first nozzle, (e)
double emulsion at second nozzle and (f) the W/O/W emulsion flowing in the outer phase.
Another approach to use a complete Sol-gel selanized device with a small re-
gion etching performed by laser (protocol of laser surface treatment discussed in
Top-Bottom DIB device design). This way we can selectively etch the region of in-
terest. This approach looked very interesting and partially resulted in good results,
the only problem is, for such kind of channel etching, fine control of sub-micron level
is required and it could take hours to model the region to desired etching. A typical
comparison of second model (Coflow-Flow focusing) for use with and without laser
etching is depicted in Fig.6.31 while corresponding results of the device to produce
W/O/W are shown in Fig.6.34.
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Figure 6.31 Three step device with selective Hydrophilic coatings and further treatment by
laser treatment.
6.3.2.2 Second Method
In the previous section, we discussed about single layer microfluidic systems for
double emulsion. Next we will see, how a multiple stage microfluidic system could
result in double emulsion. This design approach follows, three layered microfluidic
fabrication and then joining two halves of (each half having three steps in PDMS) to
form a 3D structure (the channel interface is free from glass sticking). A schematic
illustration of the design with steps for fabricating three step lithographic microfluidic
design is presented in Fig.6.32.
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Figure 6.32 Fabrication layout of a 3D model to avoid the contact of fluids with glass slide.
The motivation behind this design is to check the possibility of wetting control
of the surface while the solution is in flow. For such experiment, instead of coating
the complete channel geometry as reported by Abate et al.14. We used a protocol
recently developed by Bchellaoui et al.15. Mixture of TEOS solution with 5%(w/w) in
ethanol and diluted 5 times in water was used as outer phase while for inner phase,
a Dye solution (0.5 mM Rhodamine6G) or water was used, while for middle career
phase Krytox solution was used. The results for such kind of 3D model are shown in
Fig.6.33.
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Figure 6.33 Examples of Dual Drop-maker for double emulsion, (a) a typical dual drop
maker with W/O/W double emulsion with polydisperse droplets, (b) modified coflow with
second stage flow focusing dropmaker, (c) coflow coupled second stage flow focusing
device in operation for O/W/O when silicon oil was used as career phase and outer phase.
This method of flowing TEOS solution as partial wetting inducer while in flow
, motivated to compare two models discussed already and to see the yield of the
hypothesis. Results are somewhat encouraging and presented in Fig.6.34. All the
parameters for three phases were same just a balance among the flow-rate was
required.
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Figure 6.34 Comparison of two types of the systems with no surface coating, instead use of
TEOS solution in second water phase for W/O/W double emulsion.
6.3.3 A novel W/O/W drop maker
Two models designed were good enough to generate the desired double emulsions
- yet we focused on designing a new approach, to avoid tricky channel wetting coat-
ings as well as the time to fabricate the working model. This new model’s need came
form the idea to probe and collect signal from double interface in flow (topic of Highly
sensitive detection) and for such kind of fine experiments, TEOS coatings or other
procedures could drastically degrade the signal quality. For this new approach, we
propose for the first time a thermal bonding between two types of PDMS. One hy-
drophobic PDMS (normal one used in replica molding) and a specifically designed
hydrophilic PDMS were thermally bonded to fabricate the Hydrophobic-Hydrophilic
drop-makers. A schematic illustration of design strategy is shown in Fig.6.35. The
protocol for fabricating the device follows as :
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Figure 6.35 Schematic illustration of a Novel W/O/W double emulsion device fabrication.
• The standard Su8 mold were fabricated for two design geometries (will be dis-
cussed shortly) and regular PDMS casting was performed.
• After the first replication (hydrophobic PDMS), the mold was set on a stage
carefully and cutting was performed on the region which require the hydrophilic
region (see for ref6.29.This stage is very crucial for final channel dimensions,
thus extreme care is needed.
• The mold should be steady (held by metallic stoppers on microscope stage)
and cutting must be performed at an angle (approximately 45◦. Angle cutting
will give the next material extra space to bond perfectly.
• On contrary step cutting could be performed quite easily if PDMS is lifted-off
from mold but results in defects in final device.Then under a stage down mi-
croscope, cutting could be performed at specific region.To assist in cutting at
certain areas, marking signs for cutting were fabricated at the borders of the
mold.
• With the help of a sharp scalpel, PDMS is dissected into two. To perform better
bonding, it is necessary to dissect PDMS in one cut movement. After neat-
cut, the region required to bond to other half is given a moderate pressure to
remove air.
• After a few minutes, once it is clear that there is no air between substrate and
the half-cut PDMS region. The device is kept inside an oven with a proper
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weight above the region intact of hydrophobic PDMS - to avoid capillary filling
of newly poured PDMS. For second step molding of hydrophilic PDMS, the
cooking temperature was set to 80◦C for four hours.
• After second step casting, the weight is removed from the mold and usual
PDMS bonding with glass is performed.
The final models designed by thermal bonding between two types of PDMS are
shown in Fig.6.36.
Figure 6.36 Three design shapes for thermally bonded devices, (a)the first double
drop-maker designed and (b)and (c) new model with two and three flow squeezing regions
respectively.
From the Fig.6.36 (b) and (c) the new model have slight modifications in usual
microfluidic double-drop maker. The idea lies in the mechanism of balance between
jetting and dripping at the second drop-maker where the wetting is already reversed.
The effect of such kind of an extra nozzle before the entrance to second drop maker,
essentially helps to push the flow at high velocity into the next region. A pictorial
view of with and without such kind of nozzle and its effect on flow profile through the
circuit is presented in Fig.6.37
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Figure 6.37 Effect of an extra nozzle on the flow velocity, before entering to second
drop-maker region.
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6.4 Results
6.4.1 Design of W/O/W double emulsion
By using the new device discussed in previous section, we were able to fabricate
double emulsion W/O/W without any surface coatings, yet for fluorophilic compata-
bility the first drop-maker region was treated with the protocol described in previous
section. The three phase used for preparation of double emulsion are
• Inner Phase : rhodamine-B in water (0.5mM)
• Middle Phase : Krytox in fluorocarbon (5%)
• Outer Phase : TEOS (5% dilution in Water by 5 times) + 2mM NAOH + 2mM
sugar
By adjusting the flow rates among three phases, switching between different
regimes was achieved. For stable yet partially monodispersed double emulsion
drops are presented in Fig.6.38. In (a) we illustrate (for audience non-familiar) the
input sequence of the three phase system and an output region at the right end. By
keeping constant the flow rates of inner and middle phase to 200µ/h and 300µ/h
respectively and by varying only the outer phase from 750µl/h to 800µl/h and finally
1100µl/h - we were able to model the outer droplet diameter. (Note : further flow-rate
investigation are needed to model the system for wide range of flow rates). The outer
phase flow variation and result on final emulsion size is show in Fig.??.
Figure 6.38 The formation of W/O/W double emulsion, (a) schematic illustration of phases
inlet regions, (b) big outer-drop with monodisperesd interior drop, (c) instability due to flow
rates variation and (d) pairing of two types of different drops - no double emulsion.
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6.4.1.1 Sensing of double interface
By utilising the real-time fluorescence detection by our setup (discussed in 5), we
were able to detect the time-lapse of the instability that switch between double emul-
sion dripping to non-homogenous emulsion. And by using our new,hybrid PDMS
microfluidic device, we utilised this instability to detect the interface occurrence by
carefully designing the interface. Thus, we could detect a double emulsion, some in-
stability or single emulsion in same device by programming the flow. The advantage
of this system is to inspect in real time the change in mode without the aid of an op-
tical imaging and video recording sequence. Following results show an experiment
performed on such kind of instability. By flowing a combination of vesicles(w/o/w
droplet) and drops in abrupt way and in specific format, we could detect the occu-
rance of a double emulsion followed by other double emulsion or by single emulsion
of drop. A simple case of double emulsion droplet followed by a train of single droplet
is first presented in Fig.6.39(c) and the switching between the two cases that is, vesi-
cle train and vesicle followed by droplet train is presented in next image Fig.6.39(b).
Figure 6.39 Vesicle detection in flow : (a) double emulsion of W/O/W in another device with
channel dimensions of 100µm ; (b) detection of a vesicle followed by train of following
vesicles,(c)detection of a vesicle followed by train of single emulsion droplets.
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Conclusion
This thesis work discuss advancements in droplet based optofluidics and focuses
more particularly on analysis tools for producing highly monodisperse droplets us-
ing microfluidic devices and optical methods for high throughput inspection. The
optical qualities of micro-droplets and their high potential for applications in biol-
ogy and chemistry open prospects for applications in drop/capsule/container-on-
demand, lab-on-a-chip, cellular matrix mimicking, reconfigurable drug carriers, in-
channel processes, and incubation and surface modification in particular as devel-
opment tools for highly sensitive sensors. We first present the basic concepts of
droplet microfluidics, which include microfluidic devices, droplets fabrication, and sta-
bilization. Particular attention is given to experimental optical methods developed for
a real-time measurement of droplet size and size distribution, since light provides
flexibility and wavelength/intensity tunability. Among the developed optical methods,
real-time fluorescence measurement is a highly sensitive one. It allows not only for
the detection and analysis of the size and content of droplets, but also for a deep
insight into the molecular interaction between droplet contents and the surround-
ing surfactant molecules. We also present an extension of droplet optofluidics which
uses microdroplets as reconfigurable micro-lenses. In summary, droplet microfluidics
joined by the potential of optics as a probing and extracting method could open up
new dimensions to biomimetic reconstruction and optical control on one hand and
smart drug delivery optofluidics micro-systems on the other. In the Chapter 1, we
provide a general overview of the microsystems and optofluidic studies involved in
investigation. In follwing chapter we develop the idea of the experimental techniques
used to fabricate and control a usual emulsion droplet technology. From chapter
3 to onward, we discuss the recent findings and experimental approaches utilised
to study the dynamical behaviour of the emulsion droplets. Chapter 3 focuses on
selectable merging of microdroplets by help the of breakage of long caged-group
molecules grafted on the droplet periphery and opto-mechanical switiching occuring
at molecular level. The technique involves the photolysis/photoisomerization of a
photosensitive surfactant chain. A pulsed laser source at 1 kHz depletes the sur-
factant monolayer grafted on the droplet interface. A comprehensive time versus
concentration programming of the photo-switchable surfactant is designed. From
chapter 4 to 5, we present a newly developed highly sensitive system we focused on
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the real-time detection and analysis of the optical properties of dyes at the droplets
interfaces, in order to better understand the building, the dynamics and the molec-
ular organization of the droplet interface in the flow. For this aim, we developed an
original broadband highly sensitive detection system, using an off-axis full VIS spec-
trum - collection, reflection and detection scheme. Our setup enables to achieve a
real-time detection of droplets photo-luminescence over a large spectral range and
at the µs timescale and to show for the first time the occurring of a thermally acti-
vated hot band anti-stokes shift emission. The later was found to localize mainly at
the droplets interfaces. Based on this original result, we propose that our optofluidic
system may serve as a new analysis tool to detect and study soft interfaces without
the aid of optical imaging/recording techniques. The observed hot band anti-stokes
shift is shown to be suitable for instance to detect and discriminate between flow-
ing droplets and vesicles (or double emulsions) in a real-time and high throughput
detection mode. Finally, in last two chapters, we present droplet microfluidic tech-
nology for fabricating soft bio-mimetic membranes and their use in diffusion of dye,
effect of length of path that provides diffusion and modeling of such systems. We
discussed two approches, a droplet-interface interaction method and double drop
emsulion technique. The highly sensitive system was used to detect the single and
double droplets in the flow and we present the idea of all spectroscopic investigation
of droplet interface, without the aid of optical imaging and recording.
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Titre: Propriétés optiques, organisation moléculaire et dynamique des in-
terfaces de microgouttes par un dispositif de détection optofluidique ultra-
sensible à large bande spectrale.
Mots clés: Optofluidique; Membrane bio-mimétique douce; Microtechnolo-
gie; Détection à haut débit; Microfluidique en gouttelettes
Résumé: La microfluidique en gouttelettes of-
fre de grandes perspectives dans de nom-
breux domaines scientifiques et industriels
(principalement en biotechnologie). Elle per-
met la production et la manipulation de mil-
lions de gouttelettes très monodisperses, cha-
cune d’elles peut servir de microréacteur in-
dépendant. Les gouttelettes peuvent être
produites, analysées et manipulées à très
haut débit (kHz), grâce à des méthodes op-
tiques en particulier. Une compréhension ap-
profondie des processus dynamiques com-
plexes à l’interface des gouttelettes et du flu-
ide porteur (huile) n’est cependant pas bien
comprise. Au cours de cette thèse, nous
nous sommes intéressés au développement
d’une nouvelle approche optofluidique perme-
ttant une meilleure analyse de la dynamique
et l’organisation moléculaire aux interfaces des
gouttelettes dans l’écoulement microfluidique.
Notre première étude a porté sur la concep-
tion et l’utilisation de surfactants photosensi-
bles permettant de stabiliser les gouttelettes
et d’induire ensuite leur fusion contrôlée à
l’aide d’un laser UV pulsé, permettant une
grande résolution spatio-temporelle. Deux ap-
proches ont été développées: i) la photol-
yse (irréversible) de molécules photolabiles et
la photo-isomérisation (réversible) de dérivées
d’azobenzène. Le succès de ces deux ap-
proches n’était pas évident, car l’irradiation
de l’interface à l’échelle microscopique induit
des modifications au niveau de la tension in-
terfaciale et aussi au niveau des processus
de diffusion et d’absorption des surfactants à
l’interface, chacune de ces étapes ajoute une
échelle de temps et une distance caractéris-
tique différente. Nos résultats ont permis de
déterminer le coefficient de diffusion des sur-
factants dans la région de l’interface, ainsi que
le véritable mécanisme de fusion des gouttes
par photo-isomérisation. La deuxième étude
porte sur la détection et l’analyse en temps
réel des propriétés optiques de l’interface et ce
afin de mieux comprendre sa construction, sa
dynamique et l’organisation moléculaire dans
l’écoulement hydrodynamique. Nous avons
pour cela mis au point un système original de
détection hautement sensible à large bande,
utilisant un réflecteur parabolique ne néces-
sitant pas l’utilisation de filtres dichroïques.
Nous obtenons ainsi une détection en temps
réel ultra-sensible de la photoluminescence
des gouttelettes sur une large plage spec-
trale. Nous avons mis en évidence pour la
première fois l’apparition d’une émission anti-
stokes, thermiquement activée (hot band emis-
sion). Celle-ci est principalement localisée au
niveau de l’interface. Notre dispositif pourrait
constituer un nouvel outil puissant d’analyse
permettant de détecter et d’étudier les inter-
faces liquides avec une très grande résolution
spatiale, temporelle et spectrale sans recourir
à des techniques complexes d’imagerie et de
microscopie optique. Nous montrons par ex-
emple que, contrairement à la microscopie op-
tique, l’émission anti-stokes mise en évidence
permet de détecter la formation de vésicules
(émulsion double) en temps réel et à très haut
débit. Lors de la dernière étude, nous nous in-
téressons à la diffusion de colorants à travers
des bicouches biomimétiques dans des sys-
tèmes microfluidiques. Deux approches ont
été abordées, celle des bicouches à l’interface
de microgouttes (Droplet Interface Bilayer) et
celle des émulsions doubles (eau/huile/eau).
Nos résultats préliminaires montrent que de
tels systèmes constituent de bons modèles
pour l’étude du transport de molécules et de
médicaments à travers des membranes bi-
ologiques.
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Title: Optical Properties, Molecular Organization and Dynamics of Droplets
Interfaces using a highly sensitive broadband optofluidic detection
Keywords: Optofluidics; Soft-bio-mimetic membrane; Microtechnology;
High throughput detection; Droplet Microfluidics
Abstract: Droplet microfluidics offers tremen-
dous applications and prospects in many sci-
entific and industrial fields (mainly in biotech-
nology). The technology enables for the fab-
rication and manipulation of millions of highly
monodisperse microdroplets, each of which
may be regarded as an independent micro-
reactor. Droplets may be produced, monitored,
and manipulated at kHz rates, using mainly op-
tical (optofluidics) methods. Numerous stud-
ies have been conducted to improve the tech-
nology but a thorough understanding of the
complex fundamental dynamical processes oc-
curring at the droplets interface are still not
well understood. During this PhD work, we
focused on the development of new optoflu-
idics approaches for a better understanding of
the dynamics and the molecular organization
at the droplets interface during droplets pro-
duction and droplets transport in microfluidic
channels and chambers (traps). Our first study
concerned the design and use of a droplet-
stabilizing photoactive surfactant for a con-
trolled merging of droplets using a ps UV-laser.
This is particularly attractive approach since
light provides flexibility, wavelength/intensity
tunability and high temporal/spatial resolutions.
We investigated two different methods: pho-
tolysis of photolabile molecules (irreversible
process) and photo-isomerization of azoben-
zene derived molecules (reversible process).
The success of approach was far from triv-
ial, since illumination at the microscale induces
changes not only in the dynamics of the inter-
facial tension but triggers also changes in diffu-
sion and absorption of surfactant molecules at
the droplets interface, each partial step adding
a typical time and length-scale. Analysis of
the measured merging time (found at the ms
time scale) allowed for the determination of
the diffusion coefficient of surfactant molecules
around the droplet interface. Another impor-
tant result was the first experimental demon-
stration of the mechanism of the light-driven
merging process using photo-isomerization. It
was found to rely on a subtle opto-mechanical
process induced by the switching between
trans and cis isomers of azobenzene surfactant
molecules under illumination. In our second
study, we focused on the real-time detection
and analysis of the optical properties of dyes
at the droplets interfaces, in order to better un-
derstand the building, the dynamics and the
molecular organization of the droplet interface
in the flow. For this aim, we developed an orig-
inal broadband highly sensitive detection sys-
tem, using an off-axis full VIS spectrum - col-
lection, reflection and detection scheme. Our
setup enables to achieve a real-time detection
of droplets photo-luminescence over a large
spectral range and at the µs timescale and to
show for the first time the occurring of a ther-
mally activated hot band anti-stokes shift emis-
sion. The later was found to localize mainly at
the droplets interfaces. Based on this original
result, we propose that our optofluidic system
may serve as a new analysis tool to detect and
study soft interfaces without the aid of optical
imaging/recording techniques. The observed
hot band anti-stokes shift is shown to be suit-
able for instance to detect and discriminate be-
tween flowing droplets and vesicles (or double
emulsions) in a real-time and high throughput
detection mode. In the last study, we were par-
ticularly interested in the study of mass trans-
port and diffusion of dyes across biomimetic bi-
layers systems. Two major approaches were
addressed, the droplet-interface-bilayer (DIB)
and solvent evaporated water/oil/water double
emulsions. Both techniques required rigorous
design and micro-fabrication characterization.
Preliminary results show that such systems
may lead to the development of smart appli-
cations in soft-bio-mimetic membrane’s design,
mass transport and drug carriers studies.208
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